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ABSTRACT

An experimental investigation of the performance of the 8-inch diameter
MK II and AM 2:71 Implosion-Driven Hypervelocity Launchers was carried out. Many
problems were encountered in operating the launchers. They include off-centre
Jmplosion3, pr.:jectile integrity, preparation of the hemispherical, explosive-
liner pac-,a-.e and the erratic operation of the velocity detecting units. The
performance of the velocity measuring system was perfected by using a sequential
hold-off programmer. The damage from extreme off-centre implosion problem was
prevented by the addition of a conical-liner plate. Progress was made in the
direction of obtaining a very uniform, explosive-liner package.

In order to launch a half caliber 0.22-inch diameter titanium pro-

jectile intact, it had to be placed 3 inches downstream of the origin. Measured
velocities of the projectile (a maximum of" 13,500 fps was obtained as a result),
were found to be 30-50% lower than the computed values. Heavy erosion and
expanai6na of the gun barrel were noted which could possibly account for the low
measured velocities.

An investigation of a technique of initiating the PETN liner by light
sensitive explosive was also carried out, and is presented in Appendix A. The
results were insufficient to draw a conclusive evaluation of the technique,
although the PETN was successfully initiated by this technique at initial gas
pressure of less than 6 psi. 1

The poss-.bility of measuring in detail the velocity and acceleration
of the projectile in the launcher barrel using a laser interferometer technique
was investigated and is reported in Appendix B. A 12-gauge shot gun was used
to accelerate plastic projectiles to a final velocity of approximately 3500 ft/
sec to test the technique. The expected signals were found to be masked by
signals due to the vibrations of the projectile.

Appendix C is a summary of the work carried out on the 14K I launcher
including the evaluation of the impact craters on lead targets by projectiles,
testing of the various projectile materials, effect of projectile locations in
the barrel on performance and projectile integrity, flash X-ray observation of
the moving projectile inside the barrel and dynamic stresses in the wall of
the implosion chamber. Some theoretical and experimental results on the pro-
"jectile integrity problem are also presented.
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NOTATION

A Area

a Acceleration

cL Longitudinal speed of sound

c Speed of sound, speed of light

Dc Implosion chamber diameter

d Barrel or projectile diameter

E Young's modulus

e Specific internal energy

Laser modulation frequency

H Height of a spherical sector defined in Fig. 19

L Delay leg length in the laser interferometer (Appendix B)

Lr Projectile recess distance from the origin

m Mass, decay rate constant

P, p Pressure

S Initial chamber loading pressure

R Radius or particle -•osition relative to the origin

R C Irplosion chamber radius

"rb Radius of the base of the spherical sector (Fig. 19)

"r Projectile radius

t Time

T Time for light to travel a distance L (Eqn. B.2.4)

u Velocity

v Specific volume

we Explosive weight

x Distance from spherical wall of the implosion chamber

yo Yield strength

a Angle of the conical entrance geometry (Fig. 19)

j



E A fraction as defined in section B. 4.5 in Appendix B

A Wavelength

e Angle of the conical liner plate (Fig. 18)

Shear modulus

V Poisson's ratio

p Density

a Incident normal stress

a t Transmitted normal stress
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1. INTRODUCTION

Up to now the most successful and widely used hypervelocity launchers
are still the conventional light-gas guns. However, projectile velocities produced
by them have long been realized to have reached a plateau despite the various
modifications introduced into the basic system. The maximum velocity, of 11.3 km/
sec (37,000 ft/sec) for a 45mg polyethylene projectile has been attained at
AASA, Ames (Ref. 1). In order to oveicome this limit, researchers have been
trying a number of new ideas such as the explosively driven linear accelerator
(Refs. 2,3,4) and the magnetohydrodynamic hypervelocity gun (Ref. 5). Recently,
a velocity of 12.2 km/sec (40,000 ft/sec)*has been reported for a 2g projectile
in Ref. 461. The UTIAS Implosion-Driven Hypervelocity Launcher suggested ih
1959 by Prof. I. I. Glass of the Institute for Aerospace Studies (Ref. 6) was
another direction of research toward overcoming the hypervelocity limit by making
use of the extremely high-pressure and high-temperature gas generated by explosive-
driven, spherical implosion waves.

The principle of operation or the ULTIAS Implosion-Driven Hypervelocity
Launcher is shown in Fig. 1 (a detailed description can be found in Refs. 7 and
8). The hemispherical cavity is filled with a mixture of stoichioetric H2 -02
which is ignited at the geometric centre of the hemisphere by an exploding
wire creating a hemispherical detonation wave (Fig. 1A). This outgoi.g detonation
wave hits an explosive liner placed against the wall of the hemispherical cavity
and simultaneously and uniformly initiates it, thusgenerating an implosion
(Fig. IB). The strength of the i4losion wave increases as it travels towards
the centre at which presumably infinite pressure and temperature can be generated

ideally. As the implosion wave reflects from the origin it leaves behind a
region of high pressure and temperature gas which can be used to propel the
projectile along the barrel (Fig. 1C).

While the basic concept is rather simple, to bring it into practical
reality neverthelesL involves quite a number -of problems~never before encountered.
A considerable amount of research and development had been expended in the past
decade at UTIAS (Ref. 6-33) in the various stages of development of the project.I These include the study of the properties of hydroken-oxygen-helium reaeions
(Reds. 14, 18, 19, 22), the aitlation of the hemispherical elplosive liners
(Refs. 8, 13, 17), the study of the implosion and explosion wave systems (Refs.
12, 26, 27, 30, 31), the theoretical performance calculations of thb launchers
(Refs. 15, 20, 21, 23, 27), the measurement of the proj3ctile velocity insiae the
barrel (Ref.28), the projectile integrity problem (Re f. 33) and the design and.
construction of the various models of the implosion-driven launcher (ROfs. 9, i0,
29, 32). Without these significant efforts in development, the present cali-
bration runs would have been impossible. However, as will be shown 1.ater, con-
siderable difficulties were still encountered in the experiments, some of. which
still have to be overcome.

In the following section a description of the experimental equipment!
and set-up will be given. In Chapter 3 the numerical compu.er program used
to calculate the performance corresponding to the runs carried out and described
in the present report will be discussed. Chapter 4 is devoted to the presen-
tation and discussion of the experimental results including the off-centre
i.mplosions and gun barrel expansion and erosion. In the last chapter some
genert•l conclusions will be made.

i 1
i I , "I



2. E(PERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

For the investigations in:earlier reports, the UTIAS MK I Implosion-
Driven Hypervelocity Launcher was used. For details see Refs. 8 and 20. For
the results in the present report, only the newer models:MK II and MK III were
used. Figure 2 shows the MK III launcher in tne firing position. The outside
appearance of MK II is'quite similar to.MK III. 'While some ef the electronic
o-quipment was built especially for the present calibration runs.,most of the
other equipment such as the ignition unit, the plumbing system, the range, etc.,
were the same as those used in Ref. 8 and 20. They will be described here
briefly and the details can be found in the above cited references.

2:.1 The UTIAS Implo.ion-Driven Hypervelocity Launchers.

2.1,1 TMe MK II Launcher

-Figure 3 shows the construction of the 24-inch diametr MK II laun-,
cher. The ,8-inch diameter ,or 1/3-scale "model was used ini som'e of the cadibration. "

runs for the present report. The design of the-1/3-scale model is basically

the same as for the full scale, with slight differences mainly in the con-
struction of the barrel and its holder. Detailed descriptions of the design
and calculations can býe found in Refs. 29 and 32.

The launcher consists of two halves, namely, the Front Plate and
the Explosion Chamber Block. A hemispherical cavity was machined in the
explosion chamber block, and it hlolds the explosive liner:assembly which will be
discussed in Section 2.1.4. The front plate consists of a segmented cone
which supports' the barrel assembly and the liner plate. In -,he later runs a
conilal liner plate was added on top of the regular liner plate. This addition
was to guaid against any possible extreme off-centre iplosions directed to-.
wards the rim of the hemispherical cavity causing serious damage to the chamber.
Depending on the ,afgle of the conical liner plate (100, 150 and 200 liners
have been used), there :are P. number of different cavity geometries produced.
An exploded view of the launcher top-half is shown in Fig. 4, where the barrel
and half Qf the segmented cone. are shown in their respective seating positions
in the front ]late. In front of the top-plate are +h'e liner plate and the
ccn cal liner piawe, ,hich Is norme.U' screwed ".n top of the liner plate. On
the lefthand side of, the picture is tle explosive liner package and on the right
is another half of the segm-nted cone.

Gas is let in •through the gas fill-line which is made of high pressure
tubing and .can be seen on the upper part of the front plate in Fig. 4. Mhe

S pos4tive electrode for ignition is provided by the ignition line which consists
mainly cf a steel rod insulated from the chamber block by a teflon sleeve. It
can be seen on the lover part of the front plate in Fig. "The chamber block
acts also as the electrical ground for the exploding wire.

2.i'.2 Shortcomings of the ME II Design and the MK MII Model.

The 'pressure experieznced by the parts close to the origin during a
run with an explosive-driven implosion was tremendous. After-each run the top
'iner plate, the segmented coine and the barrel assembly were usually distorted,
the: amount of distoition was generally dependent on the amount of explosive.used
and the symmetry of implosion. Even if the implosion was well centered, the
amount of distortion after a few runs was found to be too large to allow the

i :1
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parts to be reassembled inside the launcher, the design of which called for close
tolerances on all mating parts. Hence, when this happened either re-machining
and/or replacement was necessary. The liner plate was relatively easy to manu-
facture and was generally replaced after a few runs. However, the segmented
cone require more serious considerations. The MK II has a double truncated-cone
design for the segmented cone, with a large diameter, relatively short, trun-
cated conical base and a slender conical end (sec Figs. 3 and 4). It was found
that the amount of machining involved was comparable to that required for
machining the frcnt plate. Also, the expansion of the external diameter of the
barrel, which becomes practically nil 3-4 inches from the origin, shows that
the ultra high pressure region for the present loadings must be concentrated
within this region. Thus not the entire length of the slender cone was fully
made use of. Based on these and other reasons (Ref. 32), the top plate of the
launcher was redesigned. A new version of the launcher called MK III was manu-
factured and used in the later series of runs.

A schematic drawing of the MK III Launcher is shown in Fig. 5 and a
photograph of the top half of the launcher in exploded view is shown in Fig. 6.
In the MIK III model, the idea of a segmented cone was retained; however, the
shape of it ,tas much simplified and the length reduced. One-half* of it lieson the left hand side in front of the front plate in Fig. 6. Special stainless

steel (17-4 PH precipitation-hardened type) with a very high tensile strength
(210 K psi) was used. Manufacture of the segmented cone has thus been simpli-
fied significantly. It was hoped that the combined improvements in design and
strength of material would reduce the amount of distortion experienced by the
segmented cone. Despite these changes after four runs with explosive w~ighing
from 113 gm to 176 gin, the cone was again distorted and re-working was required
to rectify it. Although the amount of work involved in re-working was much
less than the MK II cone, it was still disappointing. However, the range of
pressure involved was an order of magnitude higher then the yield strength of
any high-strength material. The distortion was probably unavoidable and re-
placement must be taken as part of the running cost of the equipment.

Notice also that the MK III liner plate was slightly modified for
simplicity and strength. The thickness was increased to 1/2" and the outer
O-ring groove was replaced by a simple "V'". The use of a 150 conical li.er
plate becae_ standard practict for all explosive runs in this model. lhe use
of these combinations did result in mu,'_h less distortion on the liner plate,
hence, less frequent replacement was necessary.

2.1.3 Barrel Entrance Geometries and Gun Barrels

While it is possible to place the projectile flush with the top liner
of the hemispherical cavity, it is undesirable and, in fact, detrimental from
the point of view of production of stress in the projectile. A collapsing
hemispherical implosion wave would subject the projectile to non-planar
loading even if the implosion is symmetrical about the geometric centre. At
the magnitude of pressure we are concerned with here (over 5 Million psi
for a 0.22 in. ojojectile) any significant degree of unevenness on loading
would c-'rtainly disintegrate the projectile instantly. To allow the implodizg
hemispherical shock wave to become more planar when it hits the projectile,
it is necessary to recess the projectile from the origin. Also, recessing
the projectile would remove it away from the wall disturbances close to tne
origin.

Four types of entrance geometries were used for the recessed

3



projectile mode of operation. They are shown in Fig. 7.

Type A was used with the 5/16 in. barrel which was made of 5/16 in.
I.D. stainless steel high pressure tubing with 1/8 in. wall thickness (Aminco*
type No. 45-i1220). The barrel was held in place by an entrance plug as shown.
The projectile was recessed 3/4 in. from the origin, 0. The barrels used
were 3 ft. long.

Type B was used with the old type of 0.22 in. barrel which was also
he'.d in position by an entrance plug as shown. The projectile was recessed
l,'2 in. from the origin. The barrel used was the same type as described in
Ref, 8. It has a 0.22 in. nominal bore diameter, I in. O.D. and 2 ft. long
machined tý dimensions shown in Fig. 7, to fit into the barrel holder. Outside
the chamber block the original O.D. was retained to obtain maximum rigidity.

Type C was an improved version of the barrel and entrance design.
The entrance plug and the barrel holder are all dispensed with and substituted
by a new type of barrel and a shoulder piece. The barrels used were 0.22 in.
nzminae. bcre, 1-1/4 in. O.D. and 2 ft. in length, supplied by Canadian
Arsenals Ltd., Small Arms Division** The projectile recessed distance could
easily be changed for the investigation of projectile integrity problems.
The barrel assembly could only be used once, since erosion and barrel bore ex-
pansion were found to be too serious to allow the barrel to be reused.

Types A, B and C iwere used with the MK II launcher. For the MK III
launcher type D was used which was basically the same as type C except a
change in the diameter of the shoulder piece and the bore diameter upstream
of the recessed projectile. The projectile recess distance was fixed at
i in. for the present series of runs, For this Lonfiguration the projectile

flange thickness was reduced from .006 to 0.002 in. so that it would be re-
leased right after the gaseous detonation reaches it instead of by the impact

f T.he imploding shock had the 0.006 in. flange thickness been used. This
change was thought to reduce the chance of projectile disintegration by the
imp-.ýding shock impact. Results did show that the projectile came out intact
t.szme retained the original cylindrical shape) for all runs. All barrels
ueed were honed and polished to obtain a smooth bore. I
2_. Explosive Shell Liners

With the presenL VAY of preparing the explosive liners, a detachable
carrier of the explosive shell is desirable not only from the point of view
3f efficiency of operation and ease of man•ifactwre. Another major consid-
eration is the fact that the detonation pressure of the explosive (3.9 x 105
psla for "superfine" PETN with a relativelyr low loading density of 0.588 gm/cc)
exzeeds the yield strength of the chamber naterial by almost an order of
magnitude. Plastic flow and distortion of the chamber wall can be expected if
the explosive is in direct contact with the cavity wall. The metal liner
is therefore used to protect the cavity well a=d take up at least part of the
p~iastic deformation due to the explosive 2oadii-g, although in the original
design calculations (Ref.29) the liner efir.:t vas not taken into consideration.
In addition, the metal liner protects the accurately machined cavity surface
from imprints generated by interacting waves in the detonating PEMt.

SAmerican Instrument Co, Inc., Silver Sprir Maryland, U.S.A.
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Aluminum was originally chosen for the full scale 30-inch model (Ref.
29) mainly for its light weight, in handling, and for its relative ease in
manufacture.. For the 8-inch MK II model 1/8 in. thick aluminum, laminated
steel-aluminum and laminated aluminum shells were used for the first few runs
with explosive and in some of the gas runs. In the case of the laminated
liners, the inner liner was invariably buckled probably due to the expansion
under heat of the gas trapped between the liners. Solid shells spun from
3/16 in. thick aluminum plate with the outside machined to final dimensions
were then used. Aluminum has a fairly low melting point and being a very
chemically reactive metal, it was reasonable to find that in all runs, in-
cludi'ng the gas runs, part of the inner surface was corroded. Reaction
between aluminirn and oxygen is a highly exothermic phenomena. This is a
very undesirable feature as far as protecting the steel cavity is concerned.
(This may have *ýrs.en partly responsible for the accident we once had in which
a hole was burnt through the chamber wall). Subsequently, all explosive
runs were carried out with copper liner:i. Although copper shells are far more
difficult (and hence more expcnsive) to manufacture, it has many advantages
over aluminum. Copper is fairly inert to chemical reaction with oxygen
compared with aluminum and has a higher melting point (14 81cF vs. 12200F).
No appreciable corrosion was eve.L observed in the shell after the runs. Con-
sequently, a liner under normal conditions could be used over a few times.
(In fact, one liner has been used for five runs), In addition, the acoustic
impedance of copp•r as shown in Table 1 is quite closely matched with that
of steel; consequently the ratio of transmitted to initial wave strength is
only 1.0?2 compared with 1.315 for aluminum. Using copper thus reduces the
magnitude of stress on the steel cavity. Also shown in the table is lead which
was used in the runs carried out in the 14K I implosion-driven launcher (Ref.
8). The ratio of transmitted to incident stresses oa/la for the lead-steel

combination is the highest amongs-t the three combinatioi.. This, plus the fact
that lead is too soft for handling and has too low a melting point, make it
a very undesirable material for use as an explosive container shell.

2.2 Projectile Design and Material

The projectiles used in all runs have a simple cylindrical shape
;rith a shear flange machined on the rear end of the proje:tile (Fig. 8) (both
typa I and 2 ha.'- oe-n use-1) Eli:.*iIating the :-ced of P =ta2 di aphr4L.
The flange acts as a seal against the high pressure loading gas used in the
chamber and to keep the projectile in place prior to iguition. Different
lengths (1 to 1/3 calibre) have been tried. The diameter of the projectile
was machined to a push fit for each barrel. The front and the rear ends

were polished.

Materials such as titanium, magnesium and Lexan have been used for
manufacture of projectiles. Iaminated materials composed of titanium and
Lexan, and titanium and magnesium vwre also tried. As a compromise between
strength and weight of the projectile, in the later series of runs half calibre
titanium was generally used. The titfnium used (MST 6 Al-4V annealed alloy)
was obtained from Atlas Alloys Co., Toronto. This MST 6 Al-4V has a density
of 4.43 gm/cm3 , tensile strength of 130,000 psi and yield strength of 120,000 psi.

The choice of material and the shape of the projectile depends on
a few factors. First, in order to achieve high velocity, the weight of the
projectile must be low. Second, the shape of the projectile should be such
that minimum tensile stress should be kept throughout the entire launch cycle
in order to keep the projectile intact throughout the acceleration period.
Thirdly, the projectile should have a good gas seal, such that the diiving
gas shoold not leak aroun4 it causing a loss of driving pressure. All these
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imply the use of materials with a high strength/weight ratio and a one-
dimensional shape to avoid reinforced stress due to two or three-dimensional
effects. (For further discussion see Appendix C).

2.3 Range. Plumbin• and Control Room

The range (Figs. 9, 10) measures 2 ft. in diameter by 15 ft. long.
It has three viewing stations; each consists of 4 windows allowing optical
observations, recordings and velocity measurements by the light beam detectors
of the prolectile in flight. Upstream of the range is a blast tank (Fig. 9)
which is 2 ft. in diaseter by 6 ft. long with 18.8 cu.ft. volume, intended
to contain the bulk of the driving gas. At the end of the range is a target
station which consists of a replaceable lead target and an impact accelerometer.
Figure 9 shows the overall dimensions and relative positions of the implosion
chamber, blast tank, range, observation stations and the target station.
Figure 10 shows two views of the range and instrumentation.

The control room has 12 in. concrete block walls, sand-filled and
reinforced with rods. After assembly of the launcher, the operation of the
entire range including monitoring pressures, vacuum pumps and filling up of gas
can be remotely controlled at the control panel (Fig. 11) in the control Weu.
The control panel is "human engineered" (Ref.8) for ease of operation and to
guard againet any accidental damage to the instruments caused by following a
wrong sequence of operation. The gases used were all direct from commercial

compressed gas bottles. They are placed inside the blast room. A sketch of
the pressure and vacuum manifolds associated with the launcher driver chamber
is shown in Fig. 12.
2.4 Veloc.ty Measurements and Photora~hs

2.4.1 Light Screen Detectors and Associated Electronics

The velocity measuring system consists of a photomultiplier-light
screen detector unit at each of the three measuring stations. These detector
units (Fig. 10a) were designed and manufactured by the Aerophysics Branch of
Computing Devices of Canada Ltd*. They have the capability of detecting
1/32-inch diameter particles Op to velocities of 30,000 Tpo and 0.22 in.dia.
particles well in excess of this. Ic was found that the intense magnetic radia-
tions from the discharge of the ignition unit to the exploding wire in the
chamber and that from the shadowgraph spark source and the X-ray unit strongly
interfere with the proper operation of the detectors. Many ways of shielding
were tried but none was found to be satisfactory. Finally it was felt that
the only solution to this was to build a Sequential Hold-Off Programmer (SHOP).

The SHOP was designed to prevent spurious triggering of the elec-
tronic counters or the oscilloscopes by the light screen detectors. his was
done by ensuring that the dotectors were prevented from operating the counters

for a period long enough to allow for sufficient damping of the magnetic and
other radjations. The system consists of & series of lock-out astable and one-
shot maltivibrators (Fig. 13). The delay for each detector has been set to

lulow maximum velocity measurement and yet long enough to stop any unwanted
pulses to reach the counters through gates controlled by the delaying system.
Before firing of the gun, all gates are closed by a single pushbutton. A lamp

SComputing Devices of Canada Ltd., Ottawa 4, Ontario, Canada.



for each time interval section indicates that the gate is locked. The trig-
gering pulse from the firing unit is applied to a light-emitting diode which
turns on a photo-diode, triggering the first delay multivibrator. (The pur-
pose of the combination of photo diode-light emitting diode is to isolate the
system electrically from the ignition unit which may interfere with the proper
functioning of the system). After 300 psec, the multivibrator resets and opens
the gate connected to the first light screen detector. When the projectile
passes through the first light screen, the detector sends a pulse through
the now open gate and triggers the counter and/or spark and/or X-ray generator.
At the same time the same trigger signal starts the second delay multivibrator,

After 100 Ls, the second gate opens for the next light screen detector signal,
and so on. •

The system can only operate in sequence; that is, the first gate must
be energi zed before the second gate can be operated and ther the third. A
manual pushbutton test system is built-in allowing a slow check of the operation
of the detectors, the sequential lock-out circuit and counters This is paral-
leled by a high-speed, sequential, test system that sends a train of three
pulses with time intervals of the order of 160' usec (the same order of the
maximum expected performance of the experiment). This gives a general test
to the whole measuring system. The Sequential Hold-Off Programmer can be seen
in Fig. 10a above the three electronic counters in the instrument cabinet.

The electronic counters used were Hewlett Packard 3734A which normally
have a resolution of 10 psec. The accuracy was improved to 1 psec by using a
1 M Hz crystal as an external time base. The accuracy of the average velocity
calculated from the time counted is 0.5% for a projected velocity of 20,000 fps.

An Endevco 2218 accelerometer mounted at the end of the target station
(Fig. 10a) was used to monitor the impact of the projectile on the target at
the end of the range. This was primarily used as a back-up system for velocity
measurement. The output of the impact accelerometer together with the three
triggering pulses from the sequentail programmer were displayed in a Tektronix
555 oscilloscope, r. typical output is shown in Fig. 14,

2.4.2 Flash X-I'av Units

A Flexitrcn r-de1 -30-1,2710 300 Kv flash X-ray unit (Fig. lob) was
used in the first measuring station (to take an X-ray radiograph of the pro-
jectile). It has a 20 nanosecond exposure time. The units are operated at
approximately 150 Kv. The X-ray head can be seen on the top part of Fig.
10b while the triggering system is on the righthand side of the same picture.

2.4.3 Shadowgraph System

The shadcwgraph system is a folded beam arrangement (Ref. 8 and 20).
The projectile was photographed on polaroid film using a spark light source
with an effective pulse width of approximately 400 nanosec. The light source
is triggered by the same electrical pulse from the sequential programmer that
triggers the electronic counter.

Figure 15 is a schematic diagram of the range of inLotrumentation
circuitry shoving the various instruments used in the experiment as described
above.
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2.5 Ignition System

In order to produce a spherically symmetric detonation essentially a

point source of ignition with large energy output is necessary. The ignition
is accomplished by discharging a 7.0 pf capacitor through a hydrogen thyratron
into an 0.1-inch long 4 mil copper wire. The capacitor is normally charged
to 6 Kv, thus giving a stored energy of approximately 130 joules. Comparing
the discharge current wave forms between the discharge through a short circuit,
it was fouTnd (Refs. 13,20) that the resistance of the exploding wire was only
about 10% of the total resistance of the discharge circuit. Hence the energy
release in the exploding wire must be only a small portion of the stored energy.
No rigorous studies had been carried out to determine the exact amount of
energy dumped in the exploding wire to date. (The stored energy was always
quoted as a parameter in determining ignition characteristics). However, this
setup was found to be quite sufficient to initiate detonation in the stoichio-
metric hydrogen-oxygen mixture used in the present series of experiments.

2.6 PETN-Explosive and the Preparation of Explosive Liners^

In all experiments, superfine PETN was used as the explosive to generate

implosions. Extensive work has been carried out by Flagg and Makomaski (Refs.
8 and 13) in search of suitable explosives which can be initiated by the
detonatlon wave of a stoichiometric oxygen and hydrogen mixture. PETN is one
of these and it was chosen on the grounds of handling safety, uniformity of
initiation, and explosive yield. PETN also has an added advantage that its
initiation properties can be changed by using different loading densities which
can be varied over a wide range (0.59-1. gm/cc). Superfine PETN has a rela-
tively low loading density (0.588 gm/cc), and is correspondingly more sensitive
to initiation (Ref.8) and has a lower detonation pressure (Ref.35) compared
with the higher density PETN formulations. Despite all these advantages, PETN
crystals have no mechanical binding strength by themselves arid manufacture of
homogeneous hemispherical explosive liners with close dimensional tolerances was
found to be a very challenging problem.

Considerable effort has been put into developing a manufacturing
process by Canadian Safety Fuse Ltd., Brownsburg, Quebec. Four basic methods
of making liners were tri- I in each of which a thin slurry of Superfine FETN
mixed with water and binder (Cellosize) was used. The fnPl dimension was ob-
tanned by machining, Nhich gave very close tolerances and smooth surface finish.
However, in all cases, it was found that the binder material generally floated
to the surface on drying causing the liner to shrink and cracks developed as a
consequence . Also, becaiu of the thin slurry used the finish liner thickness
could only be obtained by building up layer by layer with drying in between.
Cohesions between layers were found to be poor. In view of these difficulties
and the amount of labour involved, the development was terminated for economic
reasons.

At UT!AS, Flagg (Ref.8) used a shell made of open core plastic foam
sheet* to provide the dry PETN with a support matrix. Four orange peel segments
of open core foam plastic were cemented to the metal liner then the PETN
slurry (PETN mixed with 50% water) was forced into the cores of the foam until
the PETN was flush with the fcan surface. The assembly was dried slowly by
warm air, Figure 16 shows the steps in manufacture. This type of liner was

SScott Paper Company, Chester, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
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used quite extensively in the early runs of the launcher. However, it was
felt that the homogeneity of this type of liner was. doubtful since the presence
of air pockets inside the liner were unavoidable. Also, the dry PETN was quite
fragile, a few times when the launcher had to be opened up after assembly it
was found that some explosive was blown away by the high velocity gas Jet from
the gas inlet. Other ways of manufacture had to be tried.

A new technique was developed by Professor G. F. Wrignt and Mr. T.

Huber of the Chemistry Department, University of Toronto. In this method
cotton linters was used as a binder. No detailed studies were carried out to
determine the degree to which the initiation properties of the Superfine :PETN
might have been affected. However, it was found that the liner always
initiated under 400 psi initial gas pressure. Details of preparation are re-
ported in Ref. 32. The procedure of preparation can be briefly described in
the following. A thick slurr•- of Superfine PETN with 0.5 to 1.5% of cotton

linters was prepared with appox'mately 50% of water. The slurry was put into
the metal liner which was placed in a mould-press (Fig. 17) and the final
hemispherical shape of the explosive liner was formed by pushing the hemis-
pherical plunger into the slurry. The assembly was then dried slowly in warm
air. Most of the explosive launcher runs wezr carried out with this type of
liner. However, the results were not particuiarly good. (See Chapter 4
on Results and Discussion). Slight off-centre implosions were still experienced
in most of the runs. A check on the densityofE. linibhed liner showed
variations up to 50%. This was thought to be caused by the uneven pressure
exerted by the plunger on the explosive surface. Hence considerable effort
still has to be spent in order to perfect this technique.

Each of the above two techniques has its ovn advantages, and short-

comings. To date a satisfactory technique is still unavailable in that the
homogeneity of the liner before ignition was still not certain. Cotton linters
as a binder is quite promising; it gives the fragile PETW a very positive
support as a closely interwoven matrix. A combination of the cotton linters
as a binder and the plastic foam as a matrix for support while drying the slurry

is presently being tried. Results (see Chapter 4) on two runs were quite
promising. However, farther development is still needed.

3. PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS

3.1 Description of the Computer Prograuj

The computer program used in the present study was developed from a
one-dl.mensional numerical code used by Piacesi et al (Ref. 36) using the Von
Neumann-Richtmyer (Ref.37) techniiiue of artificial vi.Cosity to deal with the
shock discontinuities numerically the original code was used to predict the
performance of a two-stage light gas gun. This code was adapted and modified!
by Sevray (Ref.21) and Flagg (Ref.8) to study the performance of the UTIAS
implosion-driven hypervelocity launcher. For the case of the detonating gas,
Wilkin's technique (Ref. 38) was used to spread the detonation front over a
number of zones.

The process in the hemispherical chamber and in the barrel can be
described by a set of cne-dimensional equations in Lagrangian form.
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F i1 6R
•onservation of Mass 1 =A • (1)

Conservation of Momentui 6= A 6P (2)

Conservation of Energy ae= _p 3 (3)

This set of equations is essentially one-dimensional and theoretically should
bq sufficiently described by a one-dimensional nuierical code. However, many
difficulties were encountered in practice in dealing with flows in the hemis-
pherical cavity and in the entrance region into the gun barrel as discussed
extensively by Sevray (Ref. 21), Flagg and 'Mitchell (Ref.23), Poinssot (Ref.
25.1, and more recently by Brode (Ref. 39). The first difficulty stems mainly

from the large change in surface area A(R) in the hemispherical cavity. It
is thus very difficult to have a proper !division of zones to keep the differencein mass in the adjacent zones small in order to avoid spurious shocks if the

total number of zones have to be limited to keep the expensive computer time
short. The second difficulty is in the transition region joining the hemis-
pherical flow region to the planar barrel flow region. 'The flow in this region
is basically two-dimensions] and can only be rigorously represented by a
two-dimensional qode. Any results bbtained from a bne-dimenbional code can at
best be approx.mate.

All of the work done so far (Refs. 8, 21, 25) convidered a simple
hemispherical cavity joining the barrel at the origin (Fig. iAa). This was
the first configuration used in the UTIAS MK I.Launcher. In some of the runs
in the 14G( Ii and all runs in the MK III launchers, some slightly different

configurations were tried. These involved the use of conical liner plates of
various angles 9, on top of the hemispherical cavity and recessing the pro-

jectile from the geometric'centre by a distance L as shown in Fig. 18b and des-

cribed in the prelious chapter. Flagg and Mitchell's scheme of zoning and
their continuous treatment at the transition region can be easily adapted to
this configurativ.n and is physically more meaningful with a miaimum of disturbance
generated. A modified version of their. program (Ref. 23) was used in the present
computations for the configurations shown in Fig 18. The entrance geometry is
shown in Fig. 19. Also shown in Fig. 19 is the zoning scheme. Upstream of

the plane AB iFig. 19) the zoone boundaries are defined in a-way identical to
that used: by Flagg (Ref. 8). The zone boundaries are defined oy sectors of
sphe:-es with the respective- radi•i from origin 0 until the radius .s smaller
than Ar equal tý OA. • Then ,the zone boundary surfaces are defined by sectcrs
of an expanding sphere with base radius rb. Dcwnstream of the plane AB and
upstream of the projectile, the boundary surfaces are circular planes with
,radius depending on the position of the plane in the conical entrance. Accord-
ing to the above, the following relations are used for defining the boundary
areas:

A = 2 7Rc-x) 2 (z-sine) 0Lx S(R -A) (3.1)
c c

A = ik F)( -OA,)-, x 4ýR -OC) (3.2)b c C2 '2:

hA ,r(r + (R -x~tana)2  (R *OCJ< x (R + L )33p c c c r
2.A 7rr x >Ž(R+ L) (3.4)
p c r

__-
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The voiume is calcub6ated. based on the areas found above. A total number of 65
zones were used with 25 for the explosive liner and 40 zones for the gas region
assuming a vacuum ahead of the projectile. Flagg's scheme cif zoning divisions
was again used here. Since the final velocity and the appearance of the proG I
jectile base pressure history were quite similar, whichever scheme waa used
(Fig. B-l, and B-2 in Ref. 23), and since the present program was not meant to
be extremely Vigorous without considering loss mechanisms, it was therefore con-
sidered satisfactory for the present purpose. In order to compare the present
numerical code with the more rigonaus one used by Brode (Ref. 39) a calculation
was performed using the present code with the same boundary conditions. The re-
stilts are plotted in Fig. 20. It can be seen that the numerical code presently
used gives a velocity which is lower than that obtained by Brode "without Ings"
using an "old" equations of state. While both are lower than the result obtained
by using an "improved" equations of state including losses for the first 3 meters.

3,2 Results and Disoussions

For the 1K III launcher runs the projectile is recessed 3 inches from
the origin with e = 15 and a - 50. This configuration is slightly different from
that shown in Fig. 7D. However, it was thought that with the volumes of gas in
the transition region approximately the same, the results for the two configurations
would not differ significantly. Therefore, no effort was spent an reproducing
the tntrance geometry exactly as many changes in the program would be required
to represent all the different configurations used in the experiments.

It is interesting to capare the intermediate cases as the hemispherical
coneiguration is gradually changed to that finally shown in Fig. 18b. In Fig. 21,
four pressure history curves as a function of projectile travel distance are shown.
Figure 22 shows the velocity versus distance curves. The curves represent the
following cases: (1) a hemispherical configuration with 100 gm PETN and zero pro-
jectile recess; (2) a 15 (0) conical liner plate with 74.12 gm PETN (which has the
same thickness of PETN is in case (1); and (3) and (4) have 150 conical liner plates
with projectiles recessed 3 inches (L r) from the origin and barrel entrance angles
(a) of 100 and 50 respectively. Both the projectile base pressure and the pro-
jectile velocity curves for the first two cases are quite similar. The final pro-
jectile velocity for case (1) is 8.79 Km/sec (at the barrel exit 72 cm downstream
of the original projectile position), compared with 8.37 Km/sec for case (?) which
is approximately 95% of the former although the amount of explosive used is only
74%. This justifies the use of a conical protective liner plate in the hemispherical
cavity. In fact, experiments showed that '.he performance of the two configurations
were similar. Projectile velocit.'.= for cases (3) and (4) showed marked increases
from cases (1) an (2). The base pressures also re-main higher for longer periods
conpared with cases (1) and (2). Thus, recessing the projectile with the two
entrance geometries considered should theoretically increase the projectile velo-
city besides the other obvious reasons which will be considered in the next
chapter.

It should be noted that the above runs were not meant to optimize the
muzzle velocities. As Sevway has shown (Ref. 21) this require an explosive
thickness of about 1/10 the initial radius, or about 400 gm PE.N, in this case.

4 ExPwRLm a R1 L RDSU r1,Yx

4.1 Raw Data

Table 2 shows the initial conditions and results of all projectile
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runs carried out in the 8-inch diameter NK II and MK III launchers. In this table,
the dimensions, material and weight of the projectile, explosive weight and the
binding agent used, the initial gas loading pressure, the measured projectile
velocity, the number of craters on the lead target, the off-centre-implosion dis-
tance from the origin, and the conical liner plate angle e are given. The integ-
rity of the projectile as quoted in the following are judged from the X-ray,
shadowgraph photographs of the projectile, and also from the number of craters
formed on the lead target. The latter is usually quite sufficient to determine
the integrity of the projectile except when the projectile hit the wall of the
range and disintegrated, such as in the last run 3.7 in which the X-ray picture
showed that the projectile was intact while the cratering on the target was com-
pletely scattered.

Tables 3(a) and 3(b) show the initial conditions and results of all
contained gas and explosive runs in which a copper witness plug was placed in the
position where the projectile normally sat. Listed in the tables are also the
conditi.ons of the imprint .-1 L by the implosion. The contained runs were carried
out mainly to test the various techniques and improvements in the chamber configu-
rations before they were used in launching a projectile.

4.2 Off-Centre Implosions

4.2.1 Obz;ervations

In the case of gas runs only, all implosions were well-focussed and
centered. Of the 41 explosive runs carried out, 20 of them show well-focussed,
centred implosions. The rest exhibit various degrees of .eing off-centre from
1/4 inch from the origin (Fig. 23) to the worst cases of side implosions where
the imploding waves focussed at the rim of the hemispherical cavity (Fig. 24).

The positions of implosion are shown in Figs. 26 and 27(a) ani (b)
for the cases of hemisphere cavities without the conical liner plate, with 10•

liner plate and with 15 liner plate respectively. In the figures, the circles
indicate the position of the imprint left by the off-centre implosion while the
numbur(s) accompanying the circle are the run number of that run(s). The orien-
tation of the off-':entre implfosion imprints varies rather randomly although
about half of tlem are in the vertical direction (the direction joining the
ignition inlet to the gas inlet. In the normal launching condition this direc-
tion is vertical with respect to the ground level). The imprints due to off-
ceptre implosion were mostly fairly well defined and had roughly circular shape
[e.g•, See F.gs. 23 and ,.)o Howcver, in Fig. 25 we see that the secondary
imprint(s) appears to be an elongated trough which is muen shallower than the
accunpanying primary imprint (p). The size of the various imprintc varies
also from 2 inches (Fig. 24) to a fraction of an inch (Fig. 23).

In general, off-centre implosicns occurring within approximately
2-1/2 inches diameter were tolerable in that they would hit on the disposable
barrel asserbly only and no othier parts were affected. However, wnen the
implosion occurred outside the barrcl assembly, it would hit the liner plate,
rendering it unusable again. The worst cases were when the implosion hit the
wall of the hemispherical ca.ity iirectly. This invariably damaged the cavity
wall which occurued in runs 7, lOI, 33 and 36. (Run 36 is shown in Fig. 24).
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4.2.2 Possible Causes of and Ways to Improve the Off-Centre Implosions
One of the most important parameters for a successful operation of the

implosion-driven launcher is to have stable and symmetrical imploding shock waves
focussing at the geometric centre of the implosion cavity. Due to the extreme
pressure generated by the impl oding shock at the point of focus, any implosion
which is not centered would definitely cause damage to the chamber parts. If
the implosion offset is more severe, it may even damage the whole chamber ren-
dering it unworkable until repaired. This was a costly and time-consuming opera-
tion when it occurred. Hence it is extremely important to achieve a high degree
of reproducibility of centered implosions if the operation of the launcher is to
be carried out smoothly.

Up to now tAere has been very little theoretical and hardly any experi-
mental work done on the stability and behaviour of the imploding shock waves in
the range of shock Mach numbers we are interested in. Huni (Ref. 40) and Lee
et al (Ref. 4 1) observed that converging cylindrical detonation waves were stable.
The stabilizing mechanism was suggested by Huni to be the supposed increase in

detonation wave velocity at the regions lagging behind the circular wave front
which have higher curvature and a reverse effect at those regions ahead of the
circular wave which have lower curvature. However, his argument was based on
the Chester-Chisnell-Whitman model developed by Lee and Lee (Ref. 42). This
model is essentially one-dimensional and could not possibly account for the effect
of a change in wave curvature on the wave front velocity. In fact, any region
lagging behind the circular wave front has an increase in surface area which
according to the C-C-W model would result in a reduced wave velocity rather than
an increase as suggested by Huni. Likewise, regions ahe.ad of the circular wave

front haye smaller surface area and would result in an increase in wave velocity.
To this effect then, both regions anead of and lagging behind a converging cy-
lindrical wave are unstable. In other words, a converging cylindrical (or
spherical) wave is unstable by itself. A similar argument would show that a
diverging cylindrical (or spherical) wave is intrinsically stable. Therefore
the observed stabilizing effect in the cylindrical imploding detonations must
be due to some external mechanisms other than the wave front itself. A stabili-
zing mechanism was suggested by Lee et al (Ref. 41) to be the rotating transverse
waves following the contracting detonation front. These transverse waves are
distinctive features of a detonation front and are lacking in a converging shock

wave. Therefore their findings are not contradictory to the argument above or
to the theoretical predicticns by Butler (Ref. 43) and Zaidel and Lebedev (Ref. 4 4).

Butler (Ref. h3) and Zaidel and Lebedev (Ref. 44) considered the sta-
bility of spherical and cylindrical self-similar converging strong shock waves
perturbed by small disturhances. While Zaidel and Lebedev considered only
the 7 = 7 case, Butler proied that all imploding shock waves, spherical and
cylindrical, are unstable to disturbances in that the shape of the disturbed
wave will not regain the original shape. This agrees qualitatively with the
argument above based on the C.C.W. model. However, it was noted that the ccn-
vergence of the shock wave to a point may still be quite sharp. This is only
a first order perturbation solution for the Guderley (Ref. 45) type of strong
irploding shock and cannot account for any pcssible offset in the final focus
position which was observed in experiment. ikor large disturbas-ces, it is
quite logical to expect that the final focus position would be perturbed also
and the amount of displacement should depend on the degree of the perturbation.
This was, in fact, observed in the beautiful schlieren photographs obtained by
Žerry and Kantrowitz (Ref. 46) who perturbed the converging cylindrical shock
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wave by a small obstacle in the path and the final focus was observed to have
shifted towards the disturbed side. In most of oir experiments where there was
an off-centre implosion the convergence was still quite sharp. This agrees witn
Butler's conclusion even though our average imploding shock Mach number was only
of the order 44 which carnot strictly speaking be compared with the Guderley type
of intense implosion except near the origin. However, the theory does give the
Tight trend.

Although the exact causes of the off-centre implosions are yet unknown,
according to the above they must have been due to some disturbances to the im-
ploding shock causing the focus point to shift from the origin. A number of
possible sources of disturbances and the methods to eliminate or to try at least
to reduce their effects will be described.

4.2.2.1 Asymmetry in the initiating Hemispherical Gaseous Detonation Wave

The PETN liner should be initiated ideally by a perfect hemispherical
detoination wave in the stoichimettic H1 -0,, mixture. However, since the

22a
hydrogen and oxygen mixture is initiated by dumping a finite amourt of energy to
explode an elongated copper wire in the gas, tne initial stage of the detonation
wave was highly unsymmetrical (Ref. 30). The asymmetries could probably smooth
out as the wave propagates outward because an expanding spherical wave is stable
com.pared with a converging wave (Ref. 40) provided the gas mixture is homogeneous
and does not introduce any more disturbances after the initial stage. In a
number of gas runs by Elsenaar (Ref. 28) In studying the focussing of the implosion
wave due to the ieflection from the wall of the gaseous detonation wave alone, he
found that the implosion was offset by 0.03 to about 0.6 inches, always along
the vertical axis to the bottom side no matter in which direction the ignition
wire was. He suggested that gravitational effect must have played an important
role in bringing about this type of offset. It ias thought that if the gases
were allowed to go in the chamber slowly as it was done in his runs, the much
heavier oxygen gas would stay at the bottom, thus introducing gradients in the
yroportion of the mixture along the vertical direction. This gradient intrbduces
continuous disturbances to the detonation velocity (Ref. 19) and hence to the
symmetry of the wave. These disturbances are reflected into the imploding shock
wpve causing its focus to be off-centre.

Because of safety reasons, we could not pre-mix the gases, since a large
amount of hydrogen and oxygen mixture at hig. pressure is very dangerous. The
diffusion process of the gas mixture seemed to be very slow. In four runs

(Run 14, 15, 16, 17) the hydrogen gas was pumped in before the oxygen and the
final mixture was allowed to settle by 0, 3, 5 and 30 minutes, the mixture failed
.tr detonate in the first three runs and only partially detonated in the last
run. Since the sonic velocity of oxygen is about 1/4 of that of hydrogen, even
assiming oxygen choked flow in the gas inlet port- the final mixing jet velocity
is at most only 1/4 that of hydrogen. These results show that there is in-
sufficient mixing with this order of filling while diffusion up to 1/2 an hour
was not safficient in bringing about a uniform mixture.

Finally, the hydrogen was allowed to pump in after the oxygen in a
few fast strokes, deliberately introducing turbulent mixing to the gas mixture.
The mixture was allowed to settle for a few minutes before ignition. The re-
sults were very good ii that all implosion imprints on the copper witness plug
were found to be almost exactly centered and the imprints were very sharp
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(Fig. 28, rund 13, and 3.1). To ensuire that the gas mixture would detonate pro-
perly (Ref. 30) all runs were carried out with an initial, gas pressure of, 400 psi.
Judging from the well-centered implosion imprints, the outgoing detonation wave
when reaching the chamber wall must have been very symletrical, otherwise any I
asymmetries would have affected the implosion focus. The slight asymmetries In
Fig. 3c in Ref. 30 which used the fast pumping technique at gas pressure of
400 psi, could probably be due to optical effects and the fact that the chamber
conditions were not exactly duplicated.

Instead of initiating the PETN by the hemispherical detonation wave, a
light initiation technique has also been investigated as reported in Appendix
A. This method would insure an instantaneous initiation' of the explosive liner
thus getting rid of any uncertainties in .the irregularities in the detbnation
wave. Unfortunately, the results were not very canalusive.

4.2.2.2 Nonuniformities in the PETN Liners

To date two basic methods were used to produce PRN liners as described
in Section 2.6. The open-core, plastic-foam technique allows the PETN slurry to
dry by slow evaporation, the density of the explosive should be fairly uniform.
However, air bubbles can be trapped inside the plastic-foam cores making its
uniformity uncertain. Also the surface finish of the liner was not iery smooth
and the dry PETN although supported by thq foam cores can still crumble by
shaking and by the high-velocity gas jets from .the gas inlet'of the implosion
chamber. In this sense, the cotton linters PETN mixture worked with- the liner
preparation-mould press was far superior. The latter technique produces liners
.ith very smooth surface and the cotton linters provides the liner surface with
a tough texture. However, one setback of this technique so far is that pressure
applied on the press to dry the wet PETN slurry can be quite nonuniform over the
entire hemispherical surface and the final product was obtained by patching the
air pockets left on the liner surface by the press. Thus the denbity of the
finished lier can be quite nonuniform. In fact, one typical 0.1" thick explo-
sive liner was tested in which 10 sadples were taken equidistant on a circle
approximately 1-1/2 inches from the edge of the explosive liner. it was found
that the densities measured from tnese samples differed by up to 20%. (Admit-
tedly this depended a lot on the skill of production). However, the nonuniform
density could have accounted for atleast some of the offset implosions showný
in Figs. 26 and 27, and also the same could also have been the reason for the
irregular shapes of the implosion imprint on the witness coppx- plug shown in
Fig. 28 (runs 26 and 56). The, centre copper witness plug in rig. 28 was from
run 24 where a plastic foam type of liner was ,used and the imprint is very well
focussed and symetrical. This shows that the plastic foam type of liner in
general detonates more uniformly and introduces fewer disturbances into the
implosion than the cotton linters type of liner. In fact, the size of the
nonuniformity caused by the air pockets could at most be of the order of
the size of a single core in the plastic foam which has approximat3ly 10 cores
per lineal inch. Comparing the relative number of off-centre. implosions, the
foam-type liners have 31% compared with 76% for: the cotton linter type.

Until a more reliable technique of drying the cotton linters liners
is found, it seems that by combining the cetton-linters technique with the !

plastic-foam would be a compromise. Thus, we can pre-mix the PETN with cotton
linters and force this wet slurry into the plastic foam in the same way as
described in Sectien 2.6 in preparing a pla&LIc-foam type of liner. The finished'
liner should have a fairly unifQrm density and the texture of the explosive
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should be improved, making it less susceptible to shaking and blowing away by
the incoming gas. Although this concept has still to be proved by'many experi-
ments, runs 3.6 and 3.7 used this type of liner and the results were very good.

As far as explosive liner menufacture is concerned, it is still far
from being~perfeat. Further development will be necessary before we can come up
with a more reliable and practical technique which would' pducetne type of
liners which are homogeneous, geometrically uniform avd with high mechanical N
strength.

4.2.2.3 Other Causes and Extreme Off-Centre Implesii6ns

Besides these potential disturbances described above, there can still
be some other causes. In the WK II model the •positive electrode inlet is only
1/2 inch from the explocive liner. If, there is electrical breakdown here, than
the gas could detonate lobally and prematurely, initiating the part 6f the ek-
.plosive liner close to the electrode, This type of offset initiation can prz-
duce the worst type of off-set implosion focussing on the edge at the opposite
sid. of the hemispherical cavity' causing a tremendous amount of damage to the
launcher chamber. Although this may be possible, it is not suggested here that
this was the cause of this type of offset implosioh.

Out of the three mbre serious off-centre implosiono of thisntype, runs
7, 10 and 36, the first two imploded on the wall oppcsite to th4 electrodeside
while the third ipp).oded in a direction at right angle to it. It is unlikely
chat, premature local detonation of the gas by electrical breakdown at the .
electrode could have'accounted for the last ove. To avoid this type of devasta-
ting side implosion a conical liner plate was added on top of the regular liner
plate, The idea is that even ifithere is side initiation of.the explosive liner,

i the presence or the conical liner plate makes the imploding wave physically
' impossible to focus at the other side of the wall. instead the imploding wave

would hit on the surface of the conical plate. (Note: No aurupt changes siould
be allowed in the geometry of Lte conical liner plate. This could have accounted
for the results of some contained gas runs (e.g. Runs 39, 40, 41 and 42) which
had either deflagration of the gas or extremely diffused implosion without im-
print on the copper witness plug),

Figure 29 snows a ptdtulated developing wave patterns in the implosion
chamber 'with and without a conical liner plate 'due to side initiation df the
explosive liner. If we assume a constant detonationvelocity in the explosiveliner, a side initiation of a herdsphericall explosive liner (Fig. 29a) will
always lead to an imupl~osion at a reint "'t" in the figure, 180 from the point
ef initial "4" because point• B iiz'equidistance free A in all directions along

,the surface of a temisphere n wwhich the ecplesive liner lies. However,: if
we add to the hemispherical cavity a conical plate as shown in Fig. 29b), the
situation will be changed. Since now a pQint C opposite to point A on the rim
of the conical plate will have different spherical distances along different

directiats on the spherical explosive liner, with the miniwam distance ulmng
the great circle cantaining these two points. Thv's it would be physically im-
possible for the detonation to collapse zo a point at point C from all directions
and the implesio, will be away from the rim of the cavity.

In the old type of explosiveliners the liner had a square edge. It
was thought that around this region where the detonation wave could diffract

Saround the corner t•us forming a locally higher pressure region compared with the.
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rest of the explosive surface. Since the initiation of the explosive is strongly
dependent on the strength of the incident shock (Ref. 8), the explosive is more
readily detonated at this region compared with the other parts of the liner. In
order to minimize the chance of any premature detonation at the edge, the square
edge was replaced by a chamfered edge.

4.3 Projectile Integrity and Velocity

(i) Projectile Integrity:

The projectile is photographed on both X-ray and shadowgraph pictures
at the respective station along the range section. Typical shadowgraph and X-ray
pictures of an intact projectile are shown in Fig. 30a and 30b. At the end of
the range, a 1-3/8 in. thick, 6 in.dia. lead target is placed in the path of
the projectile. Judging from the crater(s) formed on the target, we car. tell
whether the projectile is intact or not. When the projectile is disintegrated
they normally do not show up in the siadowgraph nor the X-ray pictures. Thus the
impact formation on the lead target is a more positive way of telling whethler the
prcjectile launched is intact or disintegrated. A lead target with a crater
folmed by the impact of an intact projectile is shown in Fig. 31. The projectile
integrity for each ran is shown in Table 2.

The projectile integrity depends on a number of factors such as the
type of material, geometry, amount of explosive, and its distance downstream of
the geometric centre of the chamber. It is further complicated by the fact that
the implosion wave is not always symmetrical, hence introducing non-planar
pressure profiles on the projectile thus straining the alxeady critical environ-
ment for the projectile. In order to eliminate the effect of the off-centeret.
implosion, the data shown in Table 1 were regrouped in Table 4, leaving out all
runs with significant off-centre implosions (more than 1/2 in. off-centered).
At a 1/2-inch projectile recess; distance from the origin and moderate loading
of explosive, 1/2 calibre Lexan, 1/2 cal. and 1 cal. Mg, 1/2 cal. titanium and
a composite projectile made up of two 1/2 cal. pieces of titanium and Lexan were
al, disintegrated. However, a comDositie projectile made up with titanium
and magnesium (each of 1/2 cal. length) was found to remain intact ever two runs
(31 and 32) with explosive weights of 102 and 142 grams. At a 1-inch pro-
jectile recess distance from the origin, 1/2 cal. Ti projectile failed in all
four runs with explosive weights from 102 to 122 grams. At 2 inches from the
origin the same 1/2 cal. Ti projectile survived in one run but failed in the
other with 73 and 125 gm explosive, respectively. At 3 inches from the origin
1/2 cal. titanium projectile survived in all runs. However, the Ti-Mg pro-
jectile which survived at 1/2 in. from the origin failed here. Failure of
the projectile in this run was judged from the fact that the size of the pro-

jectile measured from the shadowgraph was found to be about half the original.
The cause of the reduction in projectile size was not ascertained. (Further
discussions on projectile integrity problems can be found in Appendix C).

4.3.2 Projectile Velocity and Barrel Expansion and Erosion

Figure 32 is a plot of the launched velocity versus explosive weight
for the intact 0.22" diameter, 1/2 calibre titanium projectiles launched from
both the MK II and NK III Launchers. (The condition of the implosion and the
projectile recess distance from the origin are all indicated adjacent to the
data points). The maximum projectile launch velocities and weights (Ref. 47,
48) are replotted in Fig. 33 with the additional data from The Physics International
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Co. (Ref. 49) and the present report. This griph thus brings up-to-date the
present launcher performance limit and the relative position of the UTIAS facility
at the present stage of the development. Shown on the same graph are also the
theoretical results obtained by Brode (Ref. 39), Sevray (Ref. 21) and from the
present report. The data obtained from the MK II Launcher using 5/16" diameter,
1 calibre length titanium projectiles are shown in Fig. 34. Also shown in the
same figure are the corresponding numerical solutions for the runs. Figure 35
shows the theoretical and the experimental performance of the MK III Launcher
runs using 150 conical liner plate with 3 inches of projectile recess. Two
theoretical performance curves were shown with 50 and 100 barrel entrance angle
(a) respectively.

While the theoretical performance curves (Fig. 35 and 36) snow tnat
the projectile velocity should increase with the amount of explosive used, the
experimental performance as shown in Figs. 34 and 35 show that the projectile
velocity increases only very slightly with the increase in the explosive weight.
For example, from Fig. 34, the numerical results show that for the 5/16 inch
diameter, 1.73 - gram projectile the velocity should increase by over 30%
while the measured velocity for the centered implosion runs increases by only
3% increasing the explosive weight from 80 grams to -44 grams. From Fig. 35,
the numerical results indicate that for the 0.22 inch diameter, 0.28 grams
projectile the velocity should increase by 21 and 17.5% for a = 100 and 5
respectively, while the measured velocity increases by only 10% increasing the
explosive weight from 80 to X76 grams.

Although the experimental projectile velocity depends only slightly on
the explosive weight, it depends strongly on the projectile weight as shown in Fig.
33.

While theory (Chapter 3) predicts an increase in velocity by recessingthe projectile downstream from the origin, the few experimental results shown

in Fig. 32, however, cannot verify the prediction very positively. This is
due to the fact that projectiles with recessed distance less than 3 inches al-
ways broke up. Also, due to the complication of the off-centre implosion prob-
lem, the conditions of the runs are not identical, making it difficult to com-
pare experiments with theoretical predictions.

Finally, it can be seen in Figs. 34 and 35 that the experimental per-
formance falls well below the theoretical performance lines. Although the same

numerical program used here gave results which for the 24-inch launcher compared
favourably with the results obtained by Brode (Ref. 39) whose calculation in-
cluded more realistic equations of state for the PETN and for the:2H + 02 , wall
loss, effects including radiation, heat conduction and wall abrasion, projectile
losses and air resistance ahead of the projectile. However the relative effect
of the loss effects and especially the barrel expansion problem for the 5/16 -

and 0.22 -inch diameter barrels could have been more severe and could possibly
account partly for the low efficiency of the experimental runs. In fact, heavy
wall abrasions have been observed for all runs. A sectLoned view of the first
5-1/4 inches of a typical gun barrel after a single shot is shown in Fig. 36.
In this run 143 gm of PETN was used. The implosion was well centered. The
original shape of the bore of the barrel is also shown in a sketch at the bottom
of the photograph to the same scale. A step on the bore is allowed for the
seating of the projectile which was recessed 3 inches from the end of the barrel
for tnis run.
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It can be seen that the shape of the barrel bore is completely changed
after the run. The bore diameter increases considerably and very unevenly along
the first four inches of the barrel. The enlargement from the original contour
of the barrel must have been due to both erosion and ý.tpansion by the extremely
high temperature and pressure driver gas. The bore diameters at a few places
along the rest of the same gun barrel were also measured and are shown in Fig.37. The original bore diameter was 0.214 inches. Thus there are erosion and/
or barrel expansion along practically the entire length of the barrel judging
from the increase in bore diameter. In fact, during this run a total amount of
45 gm of barrel material had been removed. This is 160 times the weight of the
projectile and 2.3 times the weight of the driver gaE Erosion of the barrel
wall would contaminate and cool the driver gas reducing the escape speed and intro-
ducing rarefaction waves into the flow thereby lowering the effect.ive driving
pressure. Barrel expansion would further reduce the driver pressure. In fact
a recent calculation by Watson (Ref. 49) showed that the wall expansion effect
reduces the final calculated velocity of their gun (with a peak projectile base
pressure of about 66 k bars) by approximately 30%. Since the peak driver pressure
is higher in our launcher, it is reasonable to expect that the effect of barrel
expansion on the performance of the gun would be even more significant. In view
of these effects, it is therefore hardly surprising to find the measured veloci-
ties to be less than 40% of the theoretical predictions (Figs. 34 and 35). In
fact, the erosion effect and the barrel -xpansion problem could also have accounted
for the fact that the centered implosion .,,is (e.g., runs 62, 64 and 3.6) give
approximately the same projectile velocities compared with the off-centre implo-
sion runs (e.g., runs 52, 55, 32, 34 and 36), whicn would definitely produce lower
driver pressure and resulted in relatively less erosion and expansion. Further-
more, the apparent ineffectiveness on projectile velocity of the increase in
explosive weight in the driver now becomes apparent in view of the effect of the
barrel expansion and erosion. A higher explosive loading would increase the peak
driving pressure which would increase the degree of barrel expansion and erosion
which in turn reduce the original driring pressure. Therefore, the increaseddriving pressure due to an increase in explosive weight could be balanced by

the decrease due to barrel expansion and erosion thus offsetting the predicted
increase in the effective driving pressure and the final projectile velocity.

Another possible cause of concern is the Cas leakage around the projectile
as suggested by Flsenaar (Re '. 28). Normally the first inch of the barrel
suffered the maximum amount (" distortion as can be seen in Fig. 36. Therefore,
if we place the projectile w .hin this region the high pressure gas could easily
open up the barrel allowing gas to leak around the projectile before the. pro-
jectile could move away from this region. The leaking of high temperature and
pressure gas around the projectile could be very detrimental to the projectile
itself and could have contributed to the breakup of the projectile. In the runs
reported by Elsenaar (Runs 4, 5, 6 and 9 in Table 2), 5/16 -inch diameter, one
calibre length titanium projectiles were placed at 3/4 inch from the origin.
Ionized gas was detected well ahead of the prcjectile suggesting that the
driving gas had leaked around the projectile. The shadowgralh pictures of the
projectiles also showed that the rear ends of the projectile were rounded, proba-
bly caused by the gas flow from behind. Thus this is another contribution to the
severe conditions at positions close to the origin. In the later series of runs
in the MK III Launcher, the projectile was recessed 3 inches from the origin.
All shadowgraph pictures oi Lth projectiles in flight (e.g., Fig. 30) showed
that they retained the original shape which did not show any effect caused by
leakage around the projectile. Also, the barrel expansion at the original pro-
jectile pcsition as shown in Fig. 36 was much less compared to the first 1 inch
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of the barrel. Thus the driving pressure of the projectile must have been re-
duced appreciably by the expansion of the first inch of the barrel. Watson's
calculation (Ref. 49) also showed a similar expansion around the original position
of the projectile. However, no appreciable barrel expansion was observed within
. few diameters from the travelling projectile. No gas leakage was reported.
Except close to the original projectile position, Our calculated projectile base
pressure was compflrable to that of their gun. Thus gas leakage was not considered
to be a serious factor reducing the efficiency of the gun for the later series
of runs.

CONCLUSION

A total of 35 *xplosive runs (including contained runs) were carried
out in the 8-inch diameter MK II launcher. Based on the experience gained from
these runs, an improved version, che 8-inch diameter MK III launcher was manu-
factured and a total number of 6 explosive runs were carried out in this model.
Despite all the improvements incorporated into the 1K III launclir, significant
distortions of the launcher parts were still experienced althougn re-working
of the parts was simplified. The distortions were perhaps unavoidable in a de.-
vice of this nature encountering gasdynamic pressures up to a few million psi.

The problem of edge implosion seemed to have been solved by adding
a conical liner plate on top of the regular liner plate. However, the problem
of the less severe off-centered implosions were still largely unsolved. In
this respect the nonuniform explosive liner density seemed to be responsible for
at least some of the off-centre implosions. A new technique of preparing the
explosive liner package was used in the last two runs. The results were quite
encouraging. However, further development and tests would st ll be necessary
before a satisfactory technique of producing explosive liners becomes available.

With the use of the Sequential Hold-Off Programmer, the efficiency
of obtaining the correct projectile velocity measurements, X-ray and shadowgraph
pictures of the projectile were proved to be almost 100%.

While projectile integrity was proved to be a serious prbblem close
to the origin, we were able to launch an 0.22-inch diameter, 1/2 calibre titanium
projectile intact from the gun with the projectilt initially placed at 3 inches
downstream from the origin. However, the measured projectile velocities were
less than 50% of the computed results and was probably due to excessive barrel
expansion and erosion. About 45 gm of material was fourd to have been removed
from the 0.22 inch bore diameter, 2-feet long barrel, after a single shot. In
order to improve the efficiency of the launcher, the serious barrel expansion
and erosion problems must be solved.
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TABLE 1

Density 3 Longitudinal Characteristic
slugs/ft Sound Speed CL Impedence pCL

ft/sec. Slugs/ft 3-sec

Steel 15.2 19,5Q.0 2.97 x 10 5

Lead 21.9 7,100 1.55 x 105

Aluminum 5.22 20,900 1.09 x 105

Copper 17.2 14,900 2.57 x 105

The above materip' properties are taKen from Ref. 34

Transmitted Wave Strength at/a1I~ncident Wave Strength I tC

Lead/Steel 1.46

Aluminum/Steel 1.315

Copper/Steel 1.072

where o•t/I = 2 P2 CL2 /PlCL ÷ P2 CL2

subscript 2 and 1 refer to materials on the left and right hand
side of a boundary respectively when the wave is travelling from
right to left.
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TABLE 3(a)

COtAINED RUNS - tAS

Run Loading Gas Imprint on Copper Implosion
No. Pressure psi Witness Plug Distance from 9 Remarks

Origin mm

1 200 noO
2 200 no 00

400 sharp 4 0°0

11 400 sharp 1 00 chamber pointing
up

S 400 sharp 0 O° " "

400 sharp 0 00 " "
fast pumping of
gas 3 mins.
settling time

It 400 no 00 cnaizber pointing
up, H2 in first,
3 min. settling

15 400 no 00 same as 11, 5 min.
settling

16 400 diffuse 1 0 same as 14, 30 min.
settling

17 400 no 0 same as above,nc
.• settling

18 400 sharp 0 0 chamber launching
direction,fast
pumping of gas,
suomerged elec-
trode

19 400 sharp 0 0 chamber launching
direct ion, fast
pumping of gas

20 400 1 00 same as 19

21 400 whole plug 00 copper witness
surface non- plug recessed
uniformly de- 3/4" from origin
formed

22 400 00 same as 21

23 400 00 copper witness plug
3s1 recessed 1.5 in.

S37 400 sharp 0. 1 0°

39 400 no 100 conical plate nas
3" dlia.centre hole
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Table 3 (a) continued ......

0 conical plate has40 400 no 10° 3" alia.centre hole

41 1400 no 100 " of

42 400 no 100 i "t

43 400 no 00

44 400 sharp 00

45 400 no 100 same conical plate
as used in Rins

039-42
46 400 faint 0 100 same as 5

47 400 sharp 0.5 100 new design of coni-
cal plate, reduce
centre hole diameter
less abrupt change
in surface slope

54 400 sharp 0 100 done to prove
cavity geometry

3.1 400 sharp 0 150 MK III Launcher
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FIG.3 THE UTIAS IMPLOSION-DRIVEN HYPERVELOCITY LAUNCHER,MK II,
24 IN.DIA.OR 8 IN.DIA.CAVITY,,1 IN.OR 0.221N.DIA.,IARREL.

0-

FIG.ls PHiOTOGRA-PH OF THE TOP HiALF OF TE8 INDIA. !.Y II
TLAUVCHE-R IN EXPLODIL V-:7;
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FIG. 5 THE ý,TIAS IMPLOSION-DRIVEN HYPERVELOCITY 1AINCmj~,J IIIs
24 IN.DIA. OR~ 8 IN.DIA. CAVITY,1 33N.DIA. (Z0.2 O. IDIA. &ARRE.

FIG. 6.PHOTOGRAPH OF THE TOP HALF OF THE MK III LAUNCHER
IN EXPLODED VIEW.
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Reproduced from
best available copy-

FIG. 14 SEQUENTIAL PROGRAMMER OUTPUT PULSES AN PROJCTiLE

IMPACT ACCELEROMETER OUTPUT
TIME SCALE :200 AS/CM
VOLTAGE SCALE 1 v/CM
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FnG. !6 FULL VIEW OF A MOCE-UP SHOWING THE STEFP TAKFNi
IN THE MV,"I;FACT¶PE OF ThiE EXPLOSIVE LEJEF PACKAGE

1 COPPEP 'INER
V THIN COAT OF CEc.'NT

3 OPEN CORE FOAM PLASTIC MATRIX
4 PET; SLURRY FORCED INTO PLASTIC VATRIX
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A!

CONICAL LINER
AT PLATE

2 2/

'L• BARREL

'/ ~PETN
PETN LI NER--
LINER

o) HEMISPHERICAL CAVITY b) HEMISPHERICAL CAVITY WITH THE
ADDITION OF A CONICAL LINER PLATE

Fig•ure 18

IMPLOSION CHAMBER CEOMETRIES USED IN THE COM1PU71 ER CODES

The actual geometries were not very different except that smoothi flared
entrances to the barrel were provided in buth cases.
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FIG. 25 IMPRTNTS OF PRIMARY (p) AND SECONDARY (s) OFF-CENTRE IMLOSIONS
.. 3Pl.)PIZITCAL CCAV7Y CONFIGURATION, 129 GM PETN

"WITS"•. C-•:.T LTN•FRS. ?CO F7.,l . . b Tit, CAP EXISTED
BETWEEN THE EXPLOSIVE ,..E.". " Aý'F 7 ,17 TFATE)

I

if \\

IlN- IGNITION ELECTRODE INLET
GAS-GA INLET PORT

FIG-.26 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM SHOWING THE POSITIONS OF TjE OFF-CErNTR
IMPLOSIONS (IMPLOSION CHAMBER WITH HEMISPHERICAL CONjFIGUR-
ATION) 46
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(b) 1.50 FOR ICALULNEAR PLATE (a) 8 a100 FOR MCAL UNEAR PLATE

FIG. 27 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM SHOWING THE POSITIONS OF THE OFF-CENTRE

PLATE AND (b) 150 CONICAL LINER PLATE)

FIG. 28 IMLSO IPIT ON COPPER WITNESS P~uGS FROM CONTAINFD
GAS ND XPLOIVERUNS WITH 400O PSI 2H 2+02

RNN-EXPL.WEIGHT CON',LIPN.PL.AIIGT.E

21. 88(FOAY) 0 0
26 103(c'rO.LIlNr.) 0
56 914(COCT.LINTI.) 100 4



DIRECTION OFDETONATION OF '\EXOIE

THE"EXPLOSIV EXLOIVER

POINT OF INITIATION S - SHOCK WAVE
ARROWS ON SHOCK WAVE INDICATE

DIRECTION OF PROPAGATION

(a) HEMISPHERICAL CONFIGURATION

DIRECTION OF DETONATION
OF THE EXPLOSIVE

SPOINT OF INITIATION

( b) CAVITY WITH THE ADDITION OF CONICAL LINER PLATE

FIG. 29 SCHEMATIC OF THE P0STJLATED IMPLOSION WAVE PATTERN DUE TO SIDEIINITIATION OF ThE EXPLOSIVE LINERE

LIE
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FIG. 30 SHADOWGRAPH (LEFT) AND X-RAY (RIGHT) PHOaTOGRAPHS OF 'ME
0.22 IN.DIA. HALF CALIBRE TITANIU7M PROJECTILE IN FLIGHT
TRAVELLING FROM LEFT TO FIGHT (PROJECTILE VELOCITY
13,200 FT./SEýý.)

Clbbe~vlabecY

FIG. 31 CRA ER OMDR .0G .2 A.T.HL AIRTil'~rsIW- PRJECTLE T VLOCTY O 13200FPSONI
IN-PA. LAD nRG-I
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10,000 o 1963-66 DATA

0 o 3 1970 DATA

11000\ 0

*\o

100 o

00 e CALCULATED UTIAS (SEVRAY)
(BRODE,CHAN, FLAGG)

10 x \
- R•x P,.,ACTUAL)

0 a 0
UTIAS o 0

3 a APPARENT PERFORMANCE :
Z LIMIT

.j 0-1

000 1961 1966

001

0"001 , I ,, i , , I , , I .. .. , I , I0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
VELOCITY (kft/sec)

Figure 33

ACTUAL AND CALCULATED PROJECTII E MUZZI.E
VELOCITY VS PROJECTILE WEIGHT (AFTER REFS.
47, 48) WITH ADDED RESULTS FROM UTIAS (REF. 8.
AND THE PRESENT REPORT) AND PHYSICS INTER-
NATIONAL (REF. 49) AND CALCULATED PERFORMANCE
FROM UTIAS (REFS. 21, 23 AND THE PRESENT REPORT)
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15 NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS 50

100 ENTRANCE ANGLE
3* RECESS

5 ENTRANCE ANGLE

3 RECESS 40

* Io

51K 10
E i

i30.
NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR

O, HEMISPHERICAL CAVITY, NO RECESS FOR PROJECTILE
p>

S~20

S0 l •ii0

50 100 150 200 250 300
EXPLOS•IVE WEIGHT (gim)

FIG. 35

-. 'IN OF NUMERICAL AND EXPEIMEIII'NTAL PERFORMANCE OF THE MARK Ili
',AUNCHER OF PROJECTILE VELOCITY VS PETN WEIGHIT

;.' ", • " 1z +02, 400 psi initial. half-calibre (0. 22 in dial titanium projectile. 0. 29 g;
uppet , f• ee points are numerical results, lower discrete p~ints are for focused implosions
(open triangle) and off-focus runs (attached circle). The amount of .. xph, sive is by no mean-;
an optimum nor that of the recess or entrance angle for the 15-degree protector plate-
optimum calculated values yield abo W-'•, 000 ft /see.
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A SECTIONAL VIEW OF TEE FIRST 5 1/4-INC:ES OF THE LAUNCHEID BARREL

Upper: Barrel after a run using 400 pst 2H2 +02 and 143 g PETN a-a;
titanium pro3.ctile. half calibre (0. 22 in dia). 0. 28 g. Note that
45 g of barrel material was eroded during the run-about 160-fold
the mass of the projectile.

Lower: Sketch of the original geometry of the barrel The step in the bore
is vberr the projectile flared base it seated.

FIG. 36
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BR DIAMETER
DISTANCE FROM "" 97" /" 1371"7 3

UPSTREAM END OF
GUN BARREL

FIG. 3T SECTIONED VIEW OF AND THE •YASUREMENTS OF THE BORE DIAMETER
ALONG THE GUN BARREL AFTER A RUN WITH 143 GM ?ETN, 400 PsiF ~ -.-- .- - - -2..Z - :

2H +0ADA02 MHL AIR IAIMPOETL
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APPENDIX A: THE INVESTIGATION OF A TECHNIQUE OF INITIATING THlE PKTN
LINER BY A LIGHT-SENSITIVE EXPLOSIVE (by G. Cappelli)

Simultaneous initiation of the entire explosive surface is one of
the most important factors in the successful operation of the UTIAS Implosion-
Driven Hypervelocity Launcher. The use of a light-sensitive explosive seems to
be very attractive in this respect. In addition, by using a light-initiation
technique, it is also possible to utilize a cold, light driver gas, rather
than the heavier stoichiometric oxygen-hydrogen mixture, which is necessary
for the present way of initiating the explosive liner (see Chapter 1). Because
of these advantages, an investigation into the initiation of the light-sensitive
explosive technique was carried out and is reported in the following.

In this wcrk a primary light-sensitive explosive was used. This pri-
mary explosive is sprayed on or aixed with PETN. The experiment was conducted
using ihe one-dimensional, cylindrical chamber (see Fig. Al). The distance
between the explosive and the exploding wire is equal to the radius of the
hemispherical implosion chamber (approx 4"). The exploding wire used was a
0.005 in. diameter silver rather than a copper wire. A voltage of 6 KV was
applied and the wire was vaporized giving a strong flash of light in the blue
region, which was conduaive to initiation.

A.i Silver Acetylide - Silver Nitrate as a Light-Sensitive Explosive

The light-sensitive explosive silver acetylide-silver nitrate
(Ag C .AgNO ) is a complex salt. It can be prepared by bubbling a stream of
aceylene t~rough a neutral solution of silver nitrate (AgNO 3 ). It can also
be prepared in a non-neutral sclution (ammonia solution, nitric acid soluation,
etc., ) obtaining a product with slightly different properties. The most
probable chemical reaction in the formation of A-2 C2 .AgNO 3 is:

3 AgNO 3+92 H2Ag2AgNO3 + :'NO3

with the formation of nitric acid after the reaction.

Not much information is available from the literazure on the depen-
dence of the light-sensitivity of the salt on the way of •.eparation. It was
found that the following factors have to be taken into account:

(1) The Ag 2 C2 .AgNO 3 being a light-sensitive salt is decomposed by light.
Experimental data show that high-frequency light (blue, violet or
ultraviolet) is responsible for fast decomposition of the salt. On
the other hand, low-frequency light (red) decomposes the salt very
slowly. As a consequence, the salt has to be prepared in darkness
or under red light to have a product which is not desensitized.

(2) The concentration of the salt in the solution is important. For
instan,.?, with a concentration greater than 25% we will obtain
Ag 2 C2.6AgNo 3 instead of Ag2 C2 .AgNO 3 ; the Ag2 C2 .6AgNO 3 has slightly

different properties. Also using a 5% neutral solution the final
product appeared yellowish, while using a 10% neutial solution
the final product was white.

(3) The way of washing the final product and the time waited before

Al



washing can be also important.. The way the Ag2 C2 .AgNO 3 vas washed
will be described later. 0

The safety problem is very important when handling this .kind of ec-
plosLve. The dry product ignites at a temperature slightly over 2000 C (this
temperature also depends on the method of preparation). To get an idea of the
sensitivity of the explosive, the dry product was ignited by striking it with
a small hammer. A small amount of dry salt was a4so put on a paper and,:
setting the paper on fire, the salt went off when the flame was more than two
inches away from the salt.

On the other han_', when the Ag2 C2 .AgNO. is in the wet state, it is,
in our opinion, quite safe. We tried to ignite ýIe we'5 salt by hammering
it and placing it on matches which were lit at their neutrAl end.. In no case
did we have ignition. This fact also suggests that to obtain good results
with the light initiation the salt has to be very dry.

Being aware of the safety .hazard4 it was decided to try to ignite
PETV by Ag C .AgNO using different procedures, starting with what seemed tb
be the safest. d rn

A.2 PETN Initiation by Light-Sensitive Explosive: First Attempt
The safest way of preparing light sensitive exploeive (Ag2C2 .AgNO 3 )

mixing it with PETN and drying it, is to carry out the whole process in: a
blast-proof chamber (in the present case in the one-dimensional! chamber).

The first attempt was to mix AgN0• solution with PETN, press cut some

liquid from this mixture in order to have the right consistency, put the wet
mixture in the container (cup of the one-dimensional chamber) and put it in
the chamber. After this, acetylene was injected in the chamber at a given
pressure. It was hoped ttat the AgNO ions had enough mobility to react with
acetylene (at least in the vicinity oi the contact surface between the gas and
the PETN mixture) giving A 2C2 .AgNO or Ag2C2 .6AgNO 3 .

The method has some good points:

(i) It is perfectly safe because we are handling wet PETN and a silver
nitrate solution. The Ag2 C2 ,AgNO 3 is only formed when the chamber
is closed.

(2) Because Ag2 C2 .AgNO 3 is formed inside the chamber, that is in- complete

darkness, it is not desensitized by any light.

Mhe initial experimental apparatus is shown schematically in-
Fig. A2. In this case the acetylene in the chamber is at a pressure
equal to atmospheric pressure plus or minus the pressure corres-
ponding to the height h of the water. An attempt was made to
measure the volume of acetylene absorbed.

The procedure was as follows:.

(.) Closing valve A, the system was evacuated to a pressure corresponding
to the equilibrium between the speed of the pump and the speed of

.A2
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evolution of water in the burette. Ze intent was to remove most of
the air from the system trying to avoid any possibility of explosion'
with the air-acetylene mixture. The equilibrium pressure was about
15 mm Hg.

(2) Opening valve C, acetylene vas injected into' he system at about 1
Stm pressure.

(3) Opening valve A, atmospheric pressure was applied to the acetylene,
in the burette. The starting situation was with a height h equal
tb zero (the- reservoir was moved to obtain this value) and readings
cf water level, in the bure~tte, atmospheric pressure, And room
temperature were noted.

(4) For each experiment a certain period of time was allcwed to elapse
and then the reservcir was raited in order to adjust the initial
pressure. 1he reading of the water level in the burette was noted.
The difference between this and the previous reading of the gradua-
tion gave the volume absorbed in that particular time. Knowing
the pressure and temperature the mass of acetylene absorbed was
determined approximately.

(5) Closing valve B,, we again evacuated the system in or.;3r to dry the
PETN - Ag2 C2 .AgN0 3 mixture. The indication that the mixture was
dry came from closing .the vacuum pump from the remaining system and
the pressure read on the vacuum gauge remained constant.

(6) After drying,. gas was injected into the chamber (driver gas) and
attempts were made to ignite the PETN - Ag C2 .Ag•0 3 mixture with

light generated by an exploding wire.

It was not possible to ignite the mixtur(. with light. Only in a
few cases, after exploding the wire, did the surface of the mixture turn
partially gray (this is an indication that some reaction started).

Attempts were made to put acetylene at higher pressure in the chamber
(up to 5 atm) in order to have a greater absorption of acetylene. In no case
was there, ignition of -the PETN -Ag 2C2.A3gNO mixture.

In some cases formation of Ag2C2.AgNO3 was observed. However, owing
to the increase in volume when going from AgNO to AgC the sarface
of the explosive which was sinr-h at the beginning, became quite uneven.

It ,should be mentioned that the exploding wiL-e was not the only
light source which was tried. Different kinds of flash bulbs were tried in
order to have moixe light going into the light-sensitive explosive. In no
case was there ignition of the explosive with the preceeding method of
preparation.

It was decided to try another method less safe than the previous
one, but in our opinion safe 'enough to be handled and perhaps safe enough
to be used in the hypervelocity launcher.
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A.3 PETN Initiation by Light Sensitive Explosive: Second Attempt

In the first attempt an effort was made tc prepare Ag 2.C2 .AgNO3 from
a sliver nitrate solution mixed with PETN when the mixture was enc-:sed in
rhe chamber. In that case it was not possible to determine the percentage
;f Ag2 C2 ..AN0 3 formed or if it had formed at all.

In the second attempt, Ag2 C .AgNOq was prepared with a separate
oroceduze and after it was formed, it was mixed with PETN or PETN was coated
with it. In this regard, the easiest wey of loading the explosive woula be
•.z mix Ag2 C 2•.AgNO 3 with PETN. On the other hand, loading and compressing
the PETN - Ag2 C2 . AgNO3 mixture is rot very safe, ever. if they a:e wet. It

was :herefore preferred to have first the PETN layer pui. down and _..mpressed
and then a coat of Ag2 C2 .AgNO 3 applied on top of it.

For the preparation of Ag2 C2 .AgNO 3 we proceeded as foi-ows:

tiu First we tried to avoid any light from getting inside the :._nainer
in which the Ag C2 .AgNO was prepared. So the ccntainer, a glass
jar, was coated with twý layers of sprayed varnish. The first layer
(sprayed on the outside) was black; the second layer, sprayed over
the first one, was white. In this way any light c•oming fr:ýx zutside

was reflected by the white surface and light going inside was ab-
sorbed by the black surface. I

k2) After some attempts it was decided to use an AgNO 3-water soluti:n
with a concentration cf 10% of AgNO 3 . The solution was put in
the jar and the jar was closed; the cover of the jar had two
small pipes through it in order to bubble acetylene ohrzugh 'the
s-iutio-u n.

.3) The acetylene was bubbled through for abouz ten minutes, then
a~iowed to stand ten minutes more before .pening the jar. The .ar
was opened in darkness to wash the precipita:e

•a) Under red iight the precipitate was poured on a f:%te_, und washed
three times with water, stirring every time. In this wor most .
the nitric acid, formed during the chemical reaýtiz.-n, w. 4ashea

away.

,5j The Ag2 C2 .AgNO 3 was stored in a jar simxLax -. ;he :ne used ibZ

the preparation.

The second phase was to load the PETN and Ag2 C2 AgNO 3 in the culs. used

i- the one-dimensional chamber. One of these cups is shown in Fig. A4. A
disk ct -pen core plastic foam is glued to the bottcm of the cap '. hoId tne
expA-:s=e and PETN is squeezed into this. To press :he explosive a stee-
-yii.der was used. The problem was that, after comp:essi.n, the EXpI-Slve

was stEicking t- the cylinder and some patches of exp:sizve were "orn .:ff.
T_ soive this problem, a thin plastic foil was put between the explosive

-.7d :he :ylinder. After compression the cylinder came :-z :ery eas:..-y and
the plastic was peeied off with no damage to the exp.osive su::-•:
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Over the moist PETN we put a layer of Ag 2 C,.AgNO3 . Operating in red

light the two different procedures described below ,ere followed:

(a) Some wet Ag2 C2 .AgNO 3 was put approximately evenly over the PETN

and then it was pressed using the same procedure as before
;plastic foil). The consistency of the wet Ag2 C2 .AgNO 3 was like

tzothpaste. The thickness of the layer obtained was generally
over 0 5 mm.

(b) It was &_sD tried to spray Ag2 C2 'AgNO 3 over the PETN. In this

case, -he complex saLt was in a much more dilute suspension
:n water in order not to obstruct the nozz.e of the sprayer.
Nevertheiess, the nozzle vas obstructed mavy times because of
the facc that the Ag2 C2 .AgNO 3 crystals sometimes stick together

forming particles of the same magnitude as the nozzle hole.
A..sc, in some cases, the water coming out with Ag2 C2 .AgNO 3 started
washing away the PETN.

in summary, even if this second methc-f was. sorezimes successful, it
was graerally preferred to use the first method because it was more convenient
with the one-dimensional chamber.

Having put the explosive in the cup, the cup was placed in the one-
dimensional chamber and the chamber was closed w'-Linz under red light. The
cham&er was evacuated to dry the explosive and, a.- Defcre, it was pumped until
-:he gauge showed a steady reading (the reading wais generally a fraction of
mm Hg).

With this method the explosive was igni':ed by the light coming from
the exp.-ding wire.

A.4 Possible Dependence of the Ignition on the Pressure of ;-he Driver Gas

In the first few experiments (following p.roceuu.e (a) described
above) the explosive was ignited right after vacutn. drying. In these cases
the pressure :f the driver gas was less than one nm Hg.

In subsequent experiments, the driver gFs (generally He) was used
at higher press'u:e and in some cases, with press1..tes in the range of 15 to
30 psi, there was no ignition. Because of this we started to determine the
percentage runs with ignition as a function of gas pressure (He) in the
chamber. The number of runs for every fixed pressure. was 4. Up to the end
of the present experiments Table Al was obtained.

The use :f this technique in the hemispherical launcher is more
comp.icated. We must always keep in mind that Ag2 C . AgNO3 is a dangerous
materia±i and in many aspects an unpredictable explos2ve.

We feel that more tests have to be done before using this explosive
with iarge quantities of PETIN. A series of tests could be made to determine
at what degree of dryness the Ag2 C2 .AgNO 3 can be ignited, for instance, by

hammering it.
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We should keep in mind that loading a hemispherical liner with 60-
fold the amount of explosives is more complicated than loading a cylindrical
cup. In the case of the hemispherical liner the best results will probably
be achieved by spraying the Ag2 C2 .AgNO 3 on the PETN. Hence a better technique

of spraying should be developed.
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APPENDIX B: AN INVESTIGATION OF A LASER INTERFEROMETER TECHNIQUE FOR
PROJECTILE VELOCITY MEASUREMENT IN THE BARREL OF THE lTIAS
IMPLOSION-DRIVEN HYPERVELOCITY LAUNCHER (by G. Cappelli)

B.1 Introduction

From Newton's Second Law the pressure behind a projectile ib pro-
portional to the acceleration neglecting friction and counter pressure.
Therefore a detailed measirement of the acceleration history can give direct
information for the pressure history. On the other hand a knowledge of the
pressure history can give useful information on the wave system developed in-
side the hemispherical implosion chamber Up to now the only information
available on the pressure and velocity histories of the launcher were from
numerical solutions of a one-dimensional computer code. While there was some
doubt on the validity of this code, it is therefore desirable to obtain some
experirrental verification. Elsenaar (Ref. B.1) used a microwave technique to
measure the projectile velocity quite successfully in the gas runs. Hcwever,
signals from explosive runs were found to be affected by leakage of gas in
front of the projectile and no conclusive results were obtained for the ex-Splosive runs. In the following a laser interferometer technique based on the
work of L. M. Barker (Ref. B.2) will be described. This was an attempt to
overcome the difficulty encountered by the microwave technique.

C.2 Theo

Figure B.1 shows a schematic setup of the apparatus and the optical
Dath of the laser light beam. The light beam reflected from the projectile
is split in two by beam splitter BI. One beam goes to the photomultiplier and
the other follows a delay path which differs from the previous one by a
delay leg with length of, to a good approximation,

S=N (B.2.)

where N is an integer constant and A, is the wavelength of the laser light.
When the projectile moves, A undergoes a Doppler shift according to the
fcrmula:

nkt 0~t) (B.2.2)

C

where A is the initial laser light wavelength, u(t) is the velocity bf ('e
0

projectile while z is the ve> ;i;y of light in air. AX will be observed in
the photomultiplier as interference fringes. Since any practical projectile
velocity is much smaller than the speed of light, therefore AX(t) << A .

0

Differentiate Eq. (B.2.1) and get

dN =- dA (B.2.3)
A2

Combine Eqns. (B.2.2) and (B.2.3) and get

t f . c X2
U(t =27ox dN(B24

0 0

Since X A
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t c\(.25
u(t) f 2 K AN(B.25)

0
This relation gives thes-•led of the projectile, starting from rest, as a function
of the total number of interference figures, AN, observed in the photomultiplier..
The constant of proportionality K = c /21 can be accurately determined. The

01
time rate of change of the velocity then gives the acceleration of the projectile.

B.3 Experimental Apparatus

B.3.1 General Setup

A schematic drawing of the setup of the experimental apparatus is shown
in Fig. B.1. The laser is a 1 mW University Laboratories He-Ne gas laser. The
beam divergence is 0.8 milliradians. The mirrors are first surface mirrors flat
to within a quarter wavelength. The beam splitters have 50% reflection and are
also flat to within a quarter wavelength. All mirrors and beam splitters are
mounted on adjustable holders. The photomultiplier was an EMI type 9558, with
S-20 spectral response, with approximately 6% quantum efficiency at 63280A." A
63280A interference filter was used to protect the photomultiplier from extra-
neous light. The photomultiplier housing and the dynode chain circuit are shown
in Figs. B.2 and B.3 respectively.

The delay leg of rh. present setup has a length of . = 68 cm. Hence
the constant K in Eq. (B.2.5) has a value of

cN

K -- = 14 0 m/sec

Therefore every interference fringe observed at the photomultiplier-oscilloscope
system will correspond to a velocity change of 140 m/sec. Assuming that only
half cf a cycle can be read on the oscilloscope record of the photomultiplier
output then the present system should haveca lower limit on the resolution of
a velocity measurement of 70 m/sec. While the photcmultiplier-oscilloscope
system had a frequency response of up to 1 MHz, the maximum frequency of the
observed interference fringes in the present experiment was expected to be of
the order of 10 KHz only.

The experiment was carried out using different types of firearms
for ease and economy of operation instead of the hypervelocity launcher,namely
a 0.22 caliber rifle and a 12-gauge shotgun loaded with special buillets.
(The latter was used in most of the experiments). The choice of the bullet is
very important and will be discussed later.

I The oscilloscope was triggered in two different ways, one using the
internal trigger system regulated to trigger at a chosen amplituae, the other
using an external signal (this method was often used with the shotgun). The
circuit for the external trigger is shown in Fig. B.4. Tne contact to ground
was closed in the way shown in Fig. B.5. When the firing pin of the shotgun
hits the primer of the shotgun shell, the circuit is closed to ground giving
the trigger signal.

B.3.2 Use of Projectiles in a 0.22 Calibre Rifle

As mentioned before, the choice of the right oullet configuration
is extremely important in this experiment. In fact we can say that we have
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not been able to find an ideal bullet configuration which would reflect the
incident laser beam back parallel to itself in the way shown in Fig. B.1.
In the present case,, when the projectile starts moving., it is subjected to

vribrations causing the reflected beam to be completely out of alignment withthe incident beam.

Also, the laser light (and the light reflected by the bullet) carries a
:oise sig:,al that gives, with a photomultiplier output of 1 V, a noise output of
about 50 mV. This ratio of 1/.05 is not constant but~decreases when the total
output decreases and ,depends also on the type of projectile used. The frequency
of the noise signal is about 10 KHz, as shown in Fig. B.6. if the amplitude
of Ie signal due to beating is of the same order of magnitude as this signal,
it is impossible to read any cycle due to ibe Doppler effect. In other words,
the light reflected by the head of the bullet has to be strong enough to give

an eventual beat signal stronger than the noise signal. I& any case the total
signal registered by the photomultiplier has to be wqll above the noise signal.

A first attempt to reduce variations of the light reflected by a

moving bullet was made using a 0.22 calibre rifle as follows: the 0.22 bullet
was shot into a 5/16 in. dia. aluminum bullet placed in a 5/16 in. dia. barrel.
Different reflecting surfaces at the head of the bullets were used. The oscil-
loscope traces were not reproducible in the experiments; the traces generally
indicate very strong vw iations of light in the photomultiplier. It was then
decided to accelerate bullets using a different system.

B.3.3 Use of a 12-Gauge Shotgun

A second attempt to obtain reasonably small variations of light re-
f~lected from a moving projectile was made using a '2-gauge shotgun loaded with
special plastic bullets. The Aptimum diameter of che plastic bullet for a good
fit in the shotgun barrel and high velocity was found to be .731 in. Different
types of bullets were tiied; three of them are shown in Fig. B.7. The one on
the left shows a congave pyramidel shaped reflecting surface. Every face of
the pyramid is at 45 with respect to the axis of the bullet. With this
configuration, the in-going beam having a certain angle with respect to the
axis of the projectile will emerge parallel to itself as can be seen in Fig.
B.8, using simple geometsical considerations. In practice it is very difficult
to obtain the desired 45 angles with respect to the axis of the bullet and
all attempts with this kind of projectile were unsuccessful. Also, we have to
consider the fact that in the launcher, 0.22 in. dia. projectiles are generally
used and the difficulty of obtaining the desired pyramidal configuration would
be much greater because of the small dimensions.

A second kind of bullet tried is the central one shown in Fig. B.7.
In this case the head of the bullet is hemisphr•rical and made out of polished
aluminum. The laser beam will be reflected back in spherical waves by the
head of the bullet. Only a small fraction of light will go back in the same
direction as the in-going beam; however, owing to the spherical surface, there
will always be a fraction of light going back parallel to the in-going beam,
no matter what oscillations the projectile can be subjected to. The difficulty
with this configuration was that, at least with the laser used, the fraction
of light reflected parallel to the in-going beam was not strop enough to give
a signal bigger than the noise signal of the laser. Also, it was very difficult
to obtain a good spherical reflecting sirface.
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The third bullet shown on the righthand side of Fig. B.7 was used in
most of the shotgun runs. More details of this bullet are shown in Fig. B.9.
The total weight of this bullet is approximately h.2 gm. and the shell was loaded
with approximately 3.1 gm of smokeless gunpowder type 700-X. The reflecting
surface was obtained from a piece of stainless steel sheet, .015" thick, with
a good polish. The reflecting disk is convex with a radius of curvature of

Sabout 4 in. These disks obtained their curvature from the pi~iching process
when they are stamped out of the sheet with a 7/16 in. punch. The light

reflected by the convex surface is enough to give a total signal from the photo-
multiplier at least 10 times bigger than the noise signal. The reason for using
this bullet becomes clear from Fig. B.10. Because of the convex surface the laser
beam is reflected back in a cone of light. If the aperture cf the cone is suffic-
iently large there will always b~e a portion of lgh'- going back to the mirror M2
in the same direction as the in-going beam. This is true if the vibrations of
the projectile do not exceed certain limits. This convex-headed bullet repre-
sents an intermediate situation between the hemispherical .aded buflet and a
flat-headed bullet. A loaded shell is shown Li Fig. B.11. The edge of the
plastic shell is important obtaining high projectile speed. The edge has been

obtained using a 12-gauge case trimmer. The speed obtained with this bullet
was generally over 1,000 m/sec.

Because of the smaller variations of reflected light with respect
to previous types of bullets, it was decided to use this bullet for further
investigatAons. Also, it was found that, using this bullet, an almost repeat-
able signal from the photomultiplier was obtained.

P.3.4 Other Experimental Details

The 12-gauge snotgun was mounted on a heavy adjustable stand as shown
in Fig. B.12. Before every run it was checked so that the in-going laser beam I
was coincident with the axis of the shotgun barrel. This operation is important
because if the laser beam is not parallel to the barrel axis, it can meet the
moving reflecting surface in different regions of the reflecting surface itself,
giving variations of light. Also, to initially have the axis of the reflected
cone of light coincident with the in-going beam, the laser beam must be coinci-
dent with the barrel axis.

Before every run the shotgun shell was moved and rotated in the barrel
to choose the position that gave the maximum reflected light back into the
photomultiplier (this was done in orddr to have similar initial conditions every
time>. Many times the position chosen was too critical, tht is, a small rotation
rr movement of the shell was sufficient to give strong variations of lightreceived by the photomultiplier (and hence large signal changes to the oscillo-
.•cope). In such a case the shell was always replaced.

P.h Analysis of Experimental Results

With the convex-headed bullet described above, we started to study the
light reflected back by the bullet accelerated in the shotgun barrel. We intended
to answer the following questions:

1. How much variation of the amplitude of the reflected beam was due to
projectile vibrations?

Z. How can these variations 'interfere with a possible beat signal due to
the Doppler effect?
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In Fig. B.13, three oscilloscope traces registering photomultiplier
outputs corresponding to three different shotgun runs are shown. Of taese thrse
runs the one on top can be considered a good run; the other two are average runs,
as will be discussed later, To interpret these oscilloscope traces and also to
answer the previous questions, we have to consider the following calculations.

B.4 .1 Calculation of the Exit Time of the 12-Gauge Bullet from the Shotgun
Barrel

In all oscilloscope traces shown in Fig. B.13, a strong variation of
light is observed after a time of approximately 1.1 - 1.5 msec. This variation
of light could have been due to the bullet leaving the barrel. Hence ic is
important to calculate the travelling time of the bullet in the barrel and to
corpare this time with the time observed in the oscilloscope traces. Moreover,
more data will be found from this calculation as it will be seen later. Also
the projectile can only accelerate while still in the barrel and so we can ex-
pect beat fringes only within this travelling time.

For simplicity we assumed a linearly decreasing acceleration profile
for the bullet as shown in Fig. B.14. This profile is only a first approximation
and consequently the time calculated will give an approximate value. With the
linear profile assumed for the acceleration we can write:

a x + Sa = a S (B.4.1)0 0

where a0 is the initial acceleration and S the length of the barrel.

From (B.4.1) we have

a = -2 (S-x) (B.4.2)S!
Also we can write for the projectile acceleration:

du du
- u (B.4.3)dt dx

Using (B.4.3) and (B.4.2) we have:

ao (S-x) = u du (B.4.4)

From this-

r S" US0"~1O

u, is the muzzle veloLity and it was measured with a standard method (inter-
rupted light beam technique) (see Section 2.4 of this report).

From (B.4.5): 2a (B.4 .6)
0O =

This is the initial acceleration expressed iz terms of uI and S.

Using again equation (B.4.4) we have:
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aJ (S-x) dx = s u du (B.4.7)

This gires the solution: s 2)
a Sx - - = ) Su2 +C

where C is a constant of integration.

For x = 0, u = 0 and hence C = 0.

We have:

2 a Sx - a x =S (B.4.8)0 0

From (B.4.3) we can write:

U = at (2sx-.% (B.4.9)

Integrating (B.4.9), we obtain the time it takes the bullet to travel a distance
x i n the barrel.:

j t = dx (B.4.10)
ao 0 -x + 2Sx

The integral on the right side of Eq. (B.4.10) has the general form:

I-~X2 4 px + cl

with the general solution:

I= -A/-x 2+ px + . + (B + R)x acsin ( X-pI2 )+ Cons. (B.4.11)

In the present case: 2

A- 0; B = 1; p = 2S; q = 0

So Ae have:
dx

f2x 2 = xrcsin ( -S )+ Const (B.4.12)J --x+ 2Sx
From (B.4.12)

(arcsin 1) +Const)
0

At t = 0, x = 0 a•v--

Const (B.4 13)

sco from (B.4.13) .nd (B.4.6):

+- ,csin k -)) (B.4.14)
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Equation (B.4.14) gives the time taken the bullet to travel the dis-
tance x inside the barrel of length S when the muzzle velocity is u,. For
x = S we have the total travelling time of the bullet 'n the shotgull barrel:

t = a s (B.4.1S)a 2 u

For a gun barrel length of 70 cm and bullet muzzle velocity, uI, of
i000 m/sec we have t = 1.1 msec. So it is correct to assume •hat the strong
variation of light after 1.1 - 1.5 msec. is due to the emergence of the bullet
from the barrel.

B.4.P Further Analysis of the Oscilloscope Traces

Continuing with the analysis of the oscilloscope traces, we see that,
in the average case, there are strong variations of light within the first 0.4
msec., that is, within 1/3 of the total time taken by the projectile to come
out cf the muzzle. How can these variations affect the velocity measurement?
In other words, how many fringes can ae expect within 0.4 milliseconds? To
answer this question we have to find a relation between time aid velocity of
the projectile.

From equations (B.4.8) and (B.4.6) we can write:

2 - 2Sx + S2 (u/u1)
2 = 0 (B.4.8a)

From this

%S-ince we are consideriing x < S we have to drop the + sign in Eq.
(B.4.16) which becomes

x = S(l- 1-(u/u.) )

Substitiuting this vwlue in Eq. (B.4.14), we have

t = ( + arcsin t- u)

or_______

t L T Z arcin (/u ) I (B.4.17)ut 2 1,- (U/7

Instead of solving this equation to obtain u = u(t) we can choose a
value of u and find the time t corresponding to it. For u = 0.5 u,1 we have

t 1/3 ta

This calculation sac- • that in 1/3 of the time to, the bullet has
reached 50% of the final speed and consequently in 1/3 of Khe time t we can
expect 50% of the fringes due to th. Doppler effect. This means that be-
cause of the strong variations of light within this time, generally we will
:.ot be able to read 50% of the fringes. This conclusion answers question (2)
posed before Section B.I4.l,
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B. 4.3 Another Possibility for Inaccurate Readings

As already noted, the pictures of Fig. B.13 show strong variations of
light in the photomultiplier occurring within about 1/3 of the total bullet
travelling time. It is important to know the intensity of the variitions of
light, due to projectile vibrations, with respect to the total signal reieived
by the photomultiplier. Also, the beat signal will have an amplitude propor-
tional to the total signal that. generates it. This total s.gnal has minima
and maxima as shown in Fig. B.13 and correspondingly .the eaplitude of the fringes
will have a minimum or a maximum.

Experimentally it has been observed that the variations of light
occurring within the first 0.4 msec can go from less than 30% bf the total signal
to more than 90% of the total signal. Every case is different. However we still
have to determine the amplitude of the beat si gnal with respect to .the amplitude
of the total signal trom the photomultiplier. To do ;so we have to give some
further consideration to the beat signals and the interference signals. In
general, we can say that an interference signal can be obtained by combining
two waves of the same frequency but one out of phase with respect to the other.,
If the difference in phase is changing in time we will be able to detect, at
a fixed point in space, minima and maxima of the resultant signal. A maximum
will occur when the maxima of the twc waves combine together. A minimum, will
occur when the minima of the two waves combine together. A beat signal can be
obtained by combining two waves of different frequency. A makimum of the signal
occurs when the maxima of the two waves combine together and a minimum occurs
when the minima combine.

In the case uhder study the light reflectsd by the projectile is split
into two beams that follow two paths of different length. The length of' these
paths is changir4 in time by a small amount because of the vibrations of the
optical system. The output of the photomultiplier due to these vibrations is
like the one shown in Fig. B. 15; the signal is modulated at a frequency of
about 180 cycles/sec. These interence fringes are due to changes of the optical
path length producing a phase change between the two beams when they recombine
in the photomultiplier. The fzinges disappear when one of the mirrors is rtated
causing a non-coincidence of the direct and the delayed beams. So these fringes
are also an indication of the coincidence of the two beams which is necessary
to have beat fringes. Also by tapping on the optical system we observed a change.
in the frequency of these fringes but practically no charge in the amplitude.
If the variations of the optical path length were less than half a wavelength
(in this case the amplitude of the fringes would not be the biggest possible)
we should have obtained variation in the amplitude of -the fringes by tapping on
the optical system. In fact, it is reasonable to think that by tapping on the
optical bench, the amplitude of the oscillations of the mirrors should increase.
As a consequence, if initially the variations of the optical path length were
less than half a wavelength, after tapping the variations s, 'uld be bigger
(perhaps half a wavelength) giving a bigger interference signf.

Ir conclusion, the amplitude of the interference fringes obtained is
a maximum for every case said con* iration. From what was said above, we can
expect that the amplitude due to ie Doppler beat will be the same as tha
amplitude of these fringes. In a..., casep observed, the interference fringes
have em m-plitude of Wbout 1/5 of the total .si,-n :.-A C--- ... p
Tlas means that, ii for example the total signal is varying from 1.0 V to 0.2 V,
the amplitude of the frInge. will vary from 0.2 V to 0.04 i, This shows another
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difficulty in reading the eventual Doppler beat fringes.

Also, it can be noted from Fig. B.l that because of th! beam splitters,
a reflected bead of light entering the interferometer with intensity A, will
give an intensity 3/8A, in the photomultiplie•. The frequency of the beat :signal
is expected to be about 8 KHz,and so~the optical system can be considered almost
stationary in the time the beat signal is expected.,'

B.4.4 Attempt to Eliminate the tffects of Variations of Light
Received by Photomultiplier

As pointed out in the preyious'sectioni the variations of light in
the photomultiblier caused by vibrations of the projectile presented a serious
problem. It can be said that, at least in the case of the shotgun bullet,, these
variations are so strong that a velocity measurement is impossible with the
9ptlcal system previously used. I

I In an effort to eliminate the effects of variation of light,:the
experimental apparatus was modified as shown in Fig. B.16. A beam splitte; B4
was adqed to the optical system. The laser beam ref ected back by the' projectile
passing through the beam splitter, Bl, is split again by the beam splitter B4.:,
One half of this beam follows the Wame path ag before, going into~the photo-
multiplier' P1 and recombining with the delayed beam. The other'half of the
beam is going into the photomultiplier P2. The oktputsi from the two photo-
multipliers are fed into the differential amplifier plug-in unit of'the oscil-
loscope, so that the oscilloscope displays the difference between the two signals.

The system was'tested by turning the delayed beaoi away. Before every
run, the system was adjusted in -such a way that the' maximum signa~ls from,the
photomultipliprs gave no signal in the oscilloscope wien subtraeted by the
differential amplifier.

We obtained Tany kinds of different oscilloscope traces; one of
these traces is shown in Figý. B.l7. In this particulear run there was some im-
provement and in the first 1 msec. there are no strong variations of the signal.
In 6ther cases the variations were more pronounced. Generally we had different
oscilloscope traces for every run.

Notice that the delayed beam still cairies variations in light due to
vibrations of thb projectile. To correct these vibrationg we could insert another
beam splitter between B2 and B3 in Fig. B.16 and use another ph6tomultiplier,
P3, to detect the portiorý of delayed bpam doming from the~new beam splitter.
The signal from P3 s1ould be added to the signal!from P2.

Other systems of correction of the variations of light could be
applied using two 'or more photoiultipliers. In any case we feel that as far
as this investigation' is concerned, the methdd using two photomultipliers' did
not give a good correction of the variations of light,due to projectile vi-
bration. I

B.4.5 Possible Effects Due to Modulation of Laser Light'

Apcording to an articleby Ashby and Jephcott (RefB.2), the light
emitted frcm a laser into a •oving mirror and reflected back into thie iazer
can affect the laser light itself. The inensity of the laser light will be
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moduiated at a frequency dependent on the velocity of the reflecting surface.
Minima occur as the reflecting surface moves through successive half wave-
lengths. About 50% depth of modulation of the laser output can be produced even
with a small fraction of light (less than 1%) reflected back into the optical
cavity of the laser. The depth of modulation depends on the frequency of the
modulation itself and decreases with increasing frequency. The depth of modu-
lation decreases below 50% as the frequency increases above 100 KHz; at 1 MHz
the depth of modulation is about 5%.

The present problem is to investigate what effect this modulation can
have on the laser hypervelocity measurements. Let us consider the first half
fringe due to the Doppler beat. From the calculations developed in Section
B.4.2 we can write for x =x(u):

x= S(U - l-(U/Ul) ) (B.4.18)

Let E be the fraction of muzzle velocity corresponding to the first half cycle,
we have:

x E = S(l -/i ) (B.4.19)

This is the distance travelled by the projectile to reach the speed Eu,. The
number of modulations due to the projectile passing through successive alf
wavelengths will be:

n =-2- (B.4.20)

The time te that takes the projectile to travel the di ".i;. -e xE is from Eqs.
(B.4.14) and (B.4.19)

S_ (I arcsin J 1--E7
tE -U w2 ) (B.2.21)

To obtain an order of magnitude estimate we will consider a constant
modulation of light within the time t€ . In this case the frequency of modu-
lation will be: nF--1 .. j2

f 2 (B.4.22)

7r(l- nLECS

If the final speed is 1100 m/sec. and half a cycle of the Doppler beat
signal correspond to 70 m/sec., onn has:

E -rO.06, ul = 1,00 m/sec

and also:

0= .63284 = 6.328 x 10-7 m

Putting these numbers in Eq. B.4.2? we have:

f -3 x 10 8
m

This frequency is at least two orders of magnitude bigger than one M.•z and co,-
sequenej the depth of modutlation is negligible. We can conclude tnat, except
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for the very beginning of the accelerating process, the effect of modulation
of the laser light is insignificant.

B.5 Conclusions

The possibility of velocity measurements using a laser interferometer
technique has been investigated. Of the problems that have been encountered,
the oscillations of the projectile have been the most serious. For this reason
most of the effort has been spent trying to reduce the effects of these oscillations.
This problem has been only partially solved going from the 5/16 in. dia. bullet
to the 12-gauge plastic bullet. Some oscillations were still present and the
calculations show that they can affect up to 50% of the expected beat fringes.

The use of two photomultipliers to eliminate the variations of light
due to oscillations of the projectile has not been succfessful up to now. This
is possibly due to an imperfectly convex reflecting surface at the head of the
bullet. Also tne position of the photomultipliers is critical in order to have
total cancellation of the signals due to oscillations of the moving bullet.

An investigation has been carried out with a 12-gauge shotgun and the
results apply to the 12-gauge bullet. The use of' other launching devices could
give rise to different problems. It is reasonab7.e to thirk that oscillations
of the projectile will always be present, even if in different proportion.

Also, the alignment of the launcher barrel with the laser beam could
present problems. On the other hand, it is possible that the oscillations of
the projectiles from the hypervelocity launcher are saaller than the oscillations
of the 12-gauge bullets. No experiments have been done using the hypervelocity
launcher.

In conclusion we can say that, in the case of the 12-gauge bullet,
it has not been possiblc to find a bullet or any other device that could pro-
duce the ideal situation of a bullet moving with its reflecting sui-face perpen-
dicul.ar to the in-going laser beam and consequently quantitative data on pro-
jectile accelleration, veloeity, and base pressure were not obtained.
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APPENDIX C: SUMMARY OF WORK ON THE W4K I LAUNCHER AND PROJECTILE INTEGRITY

C.1 Introduction

Some development and operational aspects are described in the fqllowing
that were done on the MK 1 launcher and also a number of problems that are con-
cerned with the question of projectile integrity. Various projectile materials
were tested as well as the effect of'locating the projectile in the barrel. .This
led to attempts to observe the projectile in the barrel wit.h:X-ray equipment
in order to obtain insight inio projectile failure.

Since the conditions at the origin of the implosion chamber were not
always repeatable, it would have been difficult to make a consistent study of
projectile behaviour using the launcher. It was therefore decided to; test
projectiles by impacting a stationary one in the barrel by a moving projectile
p-odu-z'g higP pressures and possible spall. Calculations were made on one-
dimefiional (piane) impact with spall. The literature on spall was searched and
some of this data is being tested for applicability ýn carrying out calculations
using a two-dimensional computer code.

C.2 Evaluation of Impacts on Lead Targets

Measurements were made of the crater sizes produced by plastic projec-
tiles on the early series of runs made by Watson (Ref. C.1) dnd Flagg (Ref. C.2).
These runs were primarily with 0.22 inch barrels and targets were made from lead.
The projectiles were mainly polyethylene, with scme'made of Teflon. The crater
depth, diameter, and volume were measured. The velocities were in the low range
of hyper!elocity impact (up to 8000 ft/sec.) and the craters did not have the
expected symmetry and the ratio;of diameter/depth did not approach 2, as one
would have at high impact velocities.'

The data were correlated by tne method of Ref. C.3 and are shown in
Fig. C.2.1. The factors Z and X are functions of the material properties of
the target and projectile. The line shows the curve representing the best fit
for a multitude of materials with the points representing the UTIAS polyethylene-!
on-lead impacts.

On later runs the crater formation was used primarily td monitor the
projectile integrity just before impact by observing whether one or several
craters were formed and occasionally the crater was used to estimate the velocity
of the projectile, usually when the light screen velocity detectors 'failed to
function.

C.3 Summary of Runs Made with the 0.22 and 5/16 Inch Barrels

A number of runs was. made with the MK 1 launcher using both gas and
explosive drivers to test various materials and the effect of recessing the
projecti-e.

C.3.1 Test of Some Projectile Materials

A series of gas runs was made to check whether some materials would
be suitable for projectile&. This was done with barrels made.of stainless steel
high pressure tubing, approximately 10 ft. long, at initial gas pressures of
400 psia.
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The results for various projectile tests with gas only in the launcher are

summarized ii Table C.3.1.*

TABLE C. 3.1

Run No. Material Barrel Projectile Velocity Condition
Diameter MWs (gin) (ft/sec.) after

(in.) Launch

230 Polyethylene .312 0.40 5610 intact ,

231 6arbon, .312 0.65 - failed

:232 Carbon .312 0.65 1'60o failed

233 Titanium :.312 i.73 3810 intact
,234 Titenium .312" 1.73 388o intact

235 'Fibre Glass --o- .187 0.15 , 5100 intact.

238 Fibrelass ---.. 15 '5000 failed

239 Fibre Glass -- .187 O.4 5650 failed

36 BoronNitride •.312 0.83 5100 failed

237 Boron Fibres .187 0.17 4880 intact

The boron fibres were arranged axially and had an epoxy matrix. The
largest diameter that could be tested with the specimen obtained was 3/16 inch.
The arrows for the fibreglasb projectile indicate the alignment- of the fibres.
The axially aligned fibres were launched intact. An earlier run by Flagg (Ref.
C. 2) with an axially aligned fibreglass projectile and an gas dri-;ser
had shown that the matrix had failed. This made it seem unlikely that resin
bonded fibres would withstand launching with an explosive'driver with its higher
pressures and possibly more uneven load distribution on the base of the pro-
jectile, evenrif strong fibres were used.

C 13.2 Runs with Laminated Mainesium-Lexan P~rojectiles

A number od runs was made with laminated projectiles and recessing

of the projectile away from the origin. The advantage of a laminated projectile'
is that the tensile stresses caused in the material are lower than in a
homogeneous cae, as explined in section C.8.5. The materials used were mag-
nesitum and Lexan, a half calibre long cylinder of each being bonded together
with Eastman 910 contact cement. Figure C. 3.1 shows the entrance configuration
used •nd Table C.3.2 listi the results from these runs. The figure shows the
four configurations used: there were two barrel sizes (0.22 and 0.312
inch) and for both runs were made with the projectile located near the entrance
of the barrel and with the projectile recessed down the barrel.
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TABLE C.3.2

Run Material. Barrel m m P. Recess Velocity Calc. Proj.
No. D ia. proj expl i (in.) .seC iNoin. (gm) (gm) (psia) .iasured Condition

242 g/ILex. 0.22 0.21 99 200 3/8x2.75 14300 30000 intact

243 Mg/Lex. 0.22 0.21 116 200 - 10800 28800 failed

263 Ng/Lex. 0.312 0.6 130 400 .35x2.75 6900 24800 failed

250 Mg/Lex. 0.312 c.6 13u 400 - 12000 23000 intact

274 Ti 0.312 1.73 116 200 3/8x2.75 5740 13800 intact

258 Ti 0.312 1.73 90 200 - 5000 15200 intact

The velocities attained with the 0.22 in. magnesium-Lexan projectiles were
the best that have been obtained with the Hypervelocity Launcher. These runs showed
that locating the projectile downstream in the barrel made a significant differpnce
in the case of the 0.22 barrel, but did not have much effect on the 0.312 inch
barrel. In the 0.312 inch barrel the wall thickness of the tube was 0.125 inch,
allowing expansion of the barrel. and possible distortion of the projectile,causing its failure.

Calculations that were made to assess the effect of a recess are also
Listed in Table C.3.2, and show that the trend on the 0.22 inch barrel is the same
as' obtained experimentally, while in the other cases the correspondence is less
good, due to projectile failure.

Table C.3.3 is an overall surmary of pertinent projectile runs that were
made with the MK I model launcher with various barrels and projectile materials.
The explosive driver was PETN, where used, and the gas was a stoichiometric
mixture of hydrogen and oxygen.

C.3.3 Conclusions

(a) The data shows considerable scatter, even between runs which have
reasonably identical initial conditions. This is mainly ascribed to
projectile failure and unsymmetrical implosions, which give rise to
unpredictable pressures at the origin.

(b) Variations in the barrel length/projectile diameter ratio do not
seem to be important, in line with calculations which showed only
small increases in velocity with increased barrel length and experi-
mental data of Watson (Ref. C.l) where the projectile velocity was
found to be proportional to L0 .2.

(c) The variations in projectile mass affected the velocity and from
gas runs it appeared that the velocity changes proportional to mro23,projI
when the same initial driving pressure is used. In an ideal launcher
with infinite chambrage the muzzle velocity depends on the conditions
in the driver, barrel length, projectile mass and barrel area. At
high velocities or with a cool driver gas, when uproj -i u, (escape

~ --125,
speed of the driver gas) uproj i and at low velocities when
Upro; - 0.05 A, then U 43. The implosion driven 1 uncher
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is not strictly speaking comparable to the ideal chambered driver because
of the impulsive loading due to the implosion, but the results show that
the velocity variations were in the expected range.

Wd) When the efficiency of the launcher is calculated as the ratio of the
kinetic energy of the projectile to the total energy in the chamber (gas
and explosive internal energy), this varies between 0.05 and 0.%. Here
again the scatter in the data is noticeable due to projectile failures
and unsymmetrical implosions.

TABLE C.3.3

Run V PROJECTILE P i P NO" Barrl e ty Impact Source
No. Material Size Mass Location (psi) gm ft/sec(psi gm

214 Mg 5/16 .61 0 200 76.3 9000 OK F
219 0 200 96.8 11600 OK F
215 3/16 0 200 74.5 - FAIL F
216 0 200 70.9 - F F
276 .27 0 200 113.6 - 12' 4960 FAIL G
204 Polyeth5- 5/16 200 - 622o OK F

lene
205 200 81.3 13500 PARTIAL F
209 200 209 - FAIL
210 200 213.8 7000 FAIL F
230 400 - 10'-l" 5610 OK G
213 200 91.5 10500 FAIL F
206 3/16 200 - -10' - OK F
207 200 - " - 40o0 OK F
208 200 - " 4700 OK F

.22 200 - 6' 5900 OK W
400 - 6' 7200 OK W

218 Fibre- 0 200 90.74 11100 FAIL F
elass

235 -- 3/lb 0 .00 - 8'-6" 5100 OK
238 -4 3/16 .151 0 400 - 7'-1" ~5000 FAIL G
239 -$ 3/16 .145 0 400 - 9'-4" -5650 FAIL G
246 -- 5/16 .757 0 boo 9'-1" 4260 OK G
237 Boron 3/16 .167 0 400 - 8'-9" 4880 OK G

Fibres
236 Boron 5/16 .82 400 - 7'-7-3/4"5100 FAIL G

Nitride
231 Carbon 5/16 .65 400 - 9'-8" - FAIL G
232 400 - 9'-6" 4600 FAIL G
233 Titanium 5/16 1.73 0 400 - 9'-8" 3810 9K G
23; 0 400 - 8' -0" 3880 9K G
258 0 200 90 9'-0" -5000 OK G
259 Recess 200 102 8'-0" -5000 OK G
274 Recess 200 116 7' -0" 5750 or G
240 Lexan .22 Recess 400 98.3 3'-7" 14300 FAIL G
241 M/l-•x. .22 .21 Recess 400 102 2'-11" 14800 OK G
242 Recess 200 99 2'-4-5/8" 14300 OK G
243 0 200 116.5 4'-7-1/2" 10800 OK G
245 0 200 116 4'-5-3/4" 12500 FAIL G
247 Recess 200 209.3 4'-8" -13500 OK G
248 jg/Lex 5/16 .6 0 4oo - 9'-0" 4500 UK G
249 0 400 111.3 9'-0" 12500 PARTIAL G
250 0 40o 130 9'-0" 10-12000 OK G
251 0 400 115 9'-0" 12100 FAIL G
261 Recess 400 - 8'-0" 4700 OK G
263 Recess 200 130 7' .0" 6900 FAIL G
275 Recess 200 117 9'-0" 5360 FAIL G
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C.4 Stress Wave Propagation Into the Periphery of the Hemispherical Chamber

Calculations were rade at UTIAS concerning the stress propagation into
the periphery of the implosion chamber due to detonation of the explosive liner,
when designs were made for the 30 inch diame, ter luancher (Ref. C.4). Two app-
roaches were used:

(a) A finite difference scheme (Ref. 5) based on worK by Davids
and co-workers (Ref.6) and reported in Reference 5.

(b) A finite difference scheme with Lagrangian coordinates
using the method presented by Wilkins (Ref. C.7), the re-
sults of which are given below.

To calculate the cavity expansion of the implosion chamber, a pressure
pulse was applied to the wall of the cavity where the explosive liner would be
located. This pulse was based on the calculations of launcher performance (Ref.
C.8) and had the form

(p = 57 kbar) 0 < t < t (0 .1sec)

"p0 t/t )-2i3t t
P = Po( I o t > to

0 0 0

The material was assumed to have the following properties:

Young's Modulus E = 2040 kbar
Shear modulus 9 = 816 "

Yield Strength Y0 = 3.45 it

Poisson's ratio v = 0.25
Pressure - density relation: p = 1360(p/po-1) kbar (Ref. C.9).

The radial Stress distribution is shown for various times in Fig. C.4.1.
An elastic wave and a plastic wave front are moving into the material. Due to
the pressure drop on the cavity wall an unloading wave moves into the material,
ov 'taking the compression wave and decreasing its strength. The strength of
the elastic wave front does not decrease until the plastic wave has decayed.
The radial divergence of the stress waves causes a decrease in their strength,
but in this case the decay of pressure on the cavity wall causes a fairly rapid
decrease in peak stress transmitted into the material and the peak stress is
expected to decay to the elastic limit at about 20 cm. from the surface. De-
pending on the thickness of the chamber it could be plastically deformed right
through. The expected radial expansion of the cavity under these conditions is
shown i,, Fig. C. 4.2. Also shown on this graph is the displacement for a
material with a yield strength of 12 kbar in a plane geometry. The greater
yield strength of this material results in less displacement, asowould be ex-
pected. At 20 psgc the cavity has expanded roughly 0.1 cm for Y = 12.? kbar
and 0.13 cm for Y = 3.45 kbar. The calculations were not continued long
enough to determine how much the cavity would contract again, but it is to be
expected that some permanent deformation remains after the run.

In order to protect the chamber walls from the explosive a hemispherical
liner is used which also acts as the explosive carrier. Calculations were made
for a 10 cm thicK liner which might be used with the 30 inch diameter launcher
chamber. Copper and lead were considered and the :,sults showed, as expected
from considerations of acoustic impedance mismatch between copper and steel
and lead and steel, (See also Table I in the main text), that copper and lead
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cause an increase in the stress transmitted into the steel chamber, although

copper causes a lower stress than lead.

C.5 X-Ray Observations of the Projectiles

In order to obtain more information about the projectile behaviour
during launching, use was made of flash X-ray units to observe the projectile
in the barrel after it has left the region of the top plate. A schematic
diagram is shown in Fig. C.5.1. The closest one could observe the projectile
from the origin of the hemisphere was the thickness of the top plate on the MK I
launcher, which is about 7 inches. The lead separating screen prevented exposure
of a cassette by an adjacent X-ray tube. The flash X-ray unit was a 300 kV Field
Emission model which could penetrate a high pressure tube of 5/16 inch. I.D. a
9/16 inch. O.D. The timing of the X-ray system was achieved by computing the
time-distance curve for the projectile and making corrections to the projectile
path.

Typicao computed x-t paths are shown in Figs. C.5.2 and C. 5.3. It
was found that for the type of run being made (about 100 gm PETN and gas with
400 psi initial pressure) a reduction of 60% in the displacement from the cal-
culated value allowed X-ray shots to be taken of the projectile at distances
from 30 to 65 cm from the origin of the hemisphere. Figure C.5.2 shows the
results for projectiles made of a half calibre magnesitum and half calibre
Lexan ce rnted together. These projectiles are not visible very well in the
X-ray shots, since the magnesium and Lexan do not absorb enough energy in
criparison to the barrel and also it is possible that the Lexan part of the
projectile was damaged. In one caze the X-ray shot showed a projectile which
was at an angle in the barrel and this corresponded to an off-centre implosion
which must have tilted the 1crject!le.

Figure C.5.3 shows the results for titanium projectiles. Since the
titanium absorbs more energy than the magnesium, identifying the projectile was
easier and up to 90 cm the measured and corrected paths are fairly close. Runs
were made with the pro-jectile initiaLly located at the origin of the chamuber
and with the projectile recessed 8 cm down the barrel. In both cases the 60%
reduction from the calculated displacement agreed closely with the measured posi-
tions. These runs indicate that the pressures used in the calculations are to9
high and probably the approach of Elsenaar (Ref. 11), using an integrated pressure
a%-er the barrel area should give results closer to the measured values.

Farther runs were made with a stationary projectile (magnesium-Lexan)
located near the end of the barrel, which was impacted by a titanium projectile
accelerated by the launcher. The purpose of these runs was to test the feasi-
bility of making this kind of impact run to simulate conditions near the origin
where the pressure is not known, and not repeatable. If the impact velocity is
known, the precsures and deformeatirns can be calculated.

The runs were made with gas drivers since impact at about 1.5 cm/psec
would cause pressues up to 100 kbar to occur. The impacing velocity was
measured with contact pins spaced 6 inches apart. The problem here proved to
be the timing of the X-ray units, since the ccntact pins sometines triggered
before the titanium projectile a-.rived, probably due to gas leaking around the
projectile, causing a shock wave to trigger the gauges before the projectile
pasl.ed them. The barrel was evacuated to the range pressure of about 1 mm Hg.
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Since it would be of interest to recover the projectile after a run
for visual examination, "end caps" were tried at the end of the barrel to catch
the projectile. These consisted of a heavy piece of metal with a blind hole
of the barrel bore diameter in it and with a sliding fit on the end of the
barrel, as shown schematically in Fig. C.5.4. This recovery scheme was tentatively
tried, since it would assure that the general shape of the projectiles wus re-
tained. Impacts into other softer materials were thought to be more likely to
cause nor-nifom deformation and possible break-up of the projectile. The impact
in the bottom of a hole could be cushioned by having a low pressure gas between
the end cap and the stationary projectile, which would be compressed and cause a
slightly more gradual retardation, but this was not attempted in this series of
runs.

A total of four runs was made with end caps. Points of interest are:

(a) The 5/16 inch I.D. barrel with its 1/8 inch thick walls expanded about
0.030 ±ich at the location where the impact occurred. This can be ex-
pected, since the pressures generated on impact exceed the yield
strength of the material.

(b) A solid magnesium projectile was recovered intact from the end cap,
although it did expand when it impacted on the bottom of the hold
in the end cap. This expansion could be decreased by an air cushion
as mentioned above.

(c) Magrnesium-Lexan projectiles seemed to decelerate the titanium projectile
more than the solid magnesium projectiles. The titanium was wedged
into the barrel in two such runs. The Lexan was not recovered, and
the magnesium was damaged, possibly due to gas leakage around the
titanium projectile.

(d) The impact velocities were around 2500 ft/sec, which is lower than one
would have expected for the initial pressure used, since usually velo-
cities around 38OO ft/sec could be achieved with the same pressure
in the driver. The reason for this is not clear, unless gas leakage
and gas build up between the two projectiles decelerated the titanium
projectile significantly before impact.

(e) To use this method one would have to prevent the gas leaking around
the impacting projectile and be able to recover the stationary pro-
jectile without great deformation, which might mask the results one

may be looking for. This made it seem more desirable to use a rifle
to accelerate the projectile, which would have a lower peak pressure
and t•z projectile would have to be made with a seal.

The best X-ray shots of the projectile can be obtained in free flight
after leaving the barrel. A schematic view is given in Fig. C. 5.5 of the
arrangements used. The steel barrel is connected to the dump tank by a Perspex
tube and the stationary projectile was located just before the end of the
barrel. The impact velocity was again obtained by contact pins and the
X-ray shots were triggered by breaking a wire running normal to the axis of
the barrel by the projectile. This kind of shot yields information on the
exterior dimensions of the projectile but does not readily point up failure
due to spallatiop, unless the material actually separates into sections.
if only internal spalling occurs there will be little change in material thick-
ness penetrated by the X-rays and hence there will be no change in the image
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recorded on the photographic plate.

C,6 Calculations On One-Dimensional Spa,

In order to predict projectile behaviour one would have to know the
material properties and the forccs acting on the projectile. If the forces are
symuetric about the axis one can use a cylindrical coordinate system, which re-
quires two space and one time variable and a large number of points have to be
treated when the problem is cast in finite difference form. The problem wruld
be simplified if one could consider a one-dimensional situation with only one
space variable.

Some one-dimensional calculations were made for the following cases:

(a Impact of a moving projectile on a stationary one.
(b Application of a pressure pulse on the base of a

projectile.

The numerical scheme used is the same as for the launcher performance
calculations, except that equations of state were used which described the metals
considered. The spall criterion is that given by Whiteman (Ref. C,10) which re-
lazes the maximum tensil' strength to the rate of change of stress at a point.

The cases run under (a) are summaized below:

Materials Impact Velocity Spall(mm/psec)

Cu-' Al 0.4 No
1.0 Yes

Al- Al 0.4 Ne
O.72 No
0.9 No
1.0 Yes

thse calculations, while not giving the precise limits at whicL. spall
could be expected to occur, did show that for the size of projectile considered
(1 cm diameter) the impact velocity should be of the erder of 1 mm/gsec.

A series of runs was made under (b) which examined the effect of
peak base pressure and pressure decay rates. The basic pressure profile was
based on work from Ref. C.11 which yields the average pressure on the projec-
tile base and the implosion time. The base preesure was approximated by

p = (t!to) t < to (te - implosion time)

=q}(t/to)m t >t>to

The pulse sh"pe is shown in Fig. C.6.1 and the results are plotted
in Fig. C.6.2 for a decay rate of m = -1. Only the maximum pressure p = 100 kbar
caused failure, The effect of changing the rise time by a factor of tiRree
is to lower the tensile streas by about 16%, which indicates a small dependence
on t & It was also estimated that the peak tensile stress is proportional to
the Rquare reet of the decay rate m which would make this a more important
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factor when considering the effect of loading on a projectile. These figures
apply only over a small range, since when t is made large compared to the transit
time of a sound, pulse through the projectide, the decay rate will be less im-
portant on the tensile stress caused.

C.7 Two-Dimensional Calculations of Projectile Impact

Since the projectile, when it is launched, is able to deform both
radially and axially, a two-dimensional approach would lead to a better repre-
sentation than the one-dimensional model. Work on this has been done by Watson
and Godfrey (Ref. C.12) and Mitchell (Ref. C.13)'and is presently being carried
on at UTIAS (Ref. C.14). The results show that the barrel wall expansion causes
unloading waves to decrease the strength of the pulse' propagating through the
projectile. Not enough data is available at the moment to judge whether any de-
trimental effects occur which might cause reinforcement of the tensile waves. The
radial expansion at the periphery of the projectile and the uneven stress dis-
tribution across a diameter results in larger axial velocities at the axis and
hence a bulging of the projectile at the centre line.

Figure C.7.1 shows the axial pressure dis~tribution at two radii at
times 0.5 and 1.0 psec after the collision of a titanium projectile with an
ealuminum projectile in a barrel of 0.8 cm diameter. The barrel wall is chosen
thick so that reflected waves from the oUter wall will not affect the projectile
in the early stages of the collision. Figure C.7.1(a) shows the hydrostatic
pressure along the centre line of the projectile andtnear the circumference at
the barrel wall at 0.5 psec after impact. The difference in iressure along the
two lines is due to radial expansion near the barrel wall which results in a rare-
faction wave propagating into the centre of the projectile while a compression
wave propagates outward through the barrel wall. In Fig. C.7.1(b) at 1 Psec a
rarefaction wave is reflecting from the left free surface and the shock moving.
into the aluminum is close to the front end of the projectile. The elastic wave
is hardly seen because of the low value of the yield strength, (5.2 kbar for Ti
and 2.8 kbar for Al) compared to the hydrostatic pressure developed in the im-
pact. Computations are presently being made to understand the projectile be-
haviour in the barrel and to obtain limits up to which the projectile should ;be
able to withstand the accelerations, using spall data from the literature.
Figure C.7.2 shows the deformation of the projectiles and the 'barrel wall at
2.0 itsec. The barrel expands at the collision plane of the projectiles and
compresses the front end of the aluminum projectile due to differences in the
sound speed of the two materials.

C.8 Considerations in ProJectile Integrity

C.8.1 Introduction

The pressures generated in the Hypervelocity Launcher create severe,
conditions under which the projectile is accelerated.' Attention had to be given
to this aspect when the amount of energy, and hence the peak pressures generatea,
was increased. There were generally no problems in launching projectiles with
gas only as the driver, but when an explosive driver is used the precsures
generated are of the order of 100 kbar (according to calculations by Sevray
(Ref. C.16) and projectiles were more likely to fail and various measures were
taken to improve the performance of the projectiles.
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C.8.2 Launcher Geometry and Conditions at the Entrance

The geometry of the launcher has been described in a number of reports
(hef. C.). and C.2) and here the interest is centred around the origin of the
chamber and the barrel entrance. Thp implosion converges on the origin either
driven by the explosive or the reflection of the detonation wave from the cavity
wal! in a gas only case. The preesure peaks at the centre and drope off radially.
?:es.ure historie.: at the centre have been calculated by Sevray and others and
a typical profile is shown in Fig. C.8.1. Radial pressure profiles have been
given by Flagg (Ref• C,2) and thiL i-'shQwn schenaticly :n M ig. c.8.,.

S'nce the proJectile has a finite &tea over which.the accelerating
p:seacte is .cting typicýally 8 inn diameter) the p:essu're on the area is not uni-

the pr•c-.ectile is placed at the !rigin 9f the hemisphere. The ressure
: the. lmplos•_u. rloesabove 100 kbar and drops of!. with radius as r-. so that
a. •2r._.ng the radius represents a drop ýn presi•'re by a factor of 2.8. Hence

,, '-.'forM pressure actis on the basc. of the projectile which is not desirable.

C,,•• F*o3 esAqtizg on the Projectile

The purpose of the launcher'is to accelerate the projectile to high
velocities (of the order of 50,000 ft/sec). Ideally this would be done with
the application of a pressur? profile on the base;of the projectile which rises
with time and accelerates the projectile over the whole length of the barrel.
The pressur4 on the base should be uniform so that shear deformation in the pro-
jectile i; avoided. In the implooion-driven launcher the transition from the
hemis)herical chamber to the barrel causes a rather coinplex system of waves which
propagates through the projectile and the 'cnamber and barrel walls. This is
out]iped in the following section.

When the implosion occurs stress waves ire caused in the metal of
the top plate, or conical liner plate., Thbse waves converge towards the origin
,and cause compression of t~e barrel and of the projectile as shown in Fig. C.8.3.
As the gis shock front enters the barrel, the barrel walls will again expand
and the projectile will be accelerated. *Sinqe the pressures are high, the metal
wil! be in the plastic state and stress waves propagate through the projectile
and the barrel walls. 'A shock is reflected upstriam into the gas from the pro-
jectile - gas interface. The barrel expansion will decrease the driving
pressure. The stress wave propagates through the projectile and reflects from
the front surface ai a rarefaction wave.' This dave will propagate upstream
and intpract with the unloading wavi duq to expansion of the gas after the
implosion traeilling downstream in the proje&.tile. This interaction can cause
tension as explained In the next section. When the rar&efaction wave reaches
the re'ar free surface of the projectile another reversal of stress occurs and
a shock we.ve ,will propagate downstream, while a rarefaction wave will propagate
upstream. This sequenc¶ is illustrated ind Fig. q.8.4.I

The projectile is thus accelerated by streas waves propagating through
the material and seen on a small time scale the p articles are subjected to
jumps in velocity whenever they are processed by a ware. On a larger time
scale the projectile will seem to be accelerated rapidly by the pressure pulse
from the implosion and further acceleration can take placewhen another wave
caused by subsequent implosions over~akes the projectile in the barrel.

In the beginning of Phe motion the projectile is forced against the
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wall by the radial expansion that takes place and there will be friction. The

effect of this seems, however, to be 16w in terms of velocity. The maximum
shear stress would be the shear strength of the material. The radial stress
drops off as the pressure decreases behind the projectile and friction should
decrease.

C.8.4 Possible Failure Mechanisms of the Projectile

The projectile may fail mainly due to the following mechanisms:

(a) Spallation
(b) Nonuniform Base Pressure

(a) Spallation - For a description of this phenomena see for example
Ref. C.15. The conditions which lead to spallation are usually a pressure pulse
which is followed by an unloading wave. Reflection of the pressure pulse form
the free surface causes a reflected rarefaction wave to travel upstream and
interaction of this with the unloading wave causes tension and this can lead to
failure. These conditions are possible in the launcher because the pressure
drops off rapidly after the implosion has occurred.

(b) The other possible mode of failure is due to nonuniform base pressures.
This can mean either that the pressure is not uniform on the base but radially
symmetric, or still worse, that the peak pressure occurs off-axis. If the
pressure is not uniform the wave tratilling down the projectile is not plane,
since the wave speed depends on the compression and defcrmation is not uniform
across the diameter of the projectile. It was found that placing the projectile
downstream in the barrel increased the changes of survival. This would be due
to changes in the pressure history and a more uniform pressure pulse which moves
down the barrel bore. That off centre implosions affect the pr&jectile was seen
in an X-ray shot which showed a projectile with its base at an angle, and the
state of the barrel entrance indicated that an off-centre implosion had occurred.

C.8.5 Means of Preventing Failure

In order to obtain a projectile that survives the launch and comes out
intact from the barrel the following can be verified.

1. Material ChQice: The ideal should be a super-strong material which does not
break. This is unfortunately not available yet. The compromise one has to make
is to choose a material with a high yield strength and a low density. Since the
aim with a hypervelocity launcher is to obtain velocities in the meteoroid range
(over 11 km/sec) the density has to be kept low, but low density materials
generally exhibit lower yield strength. There are composite materials available
which have high strength fibres imbedded in a matrix. Although these can achieve
high strength in tension, their performance is doubtful in the launcher appli-
cation because of the shear forces which act on the projectile due to uneven
loading on the base. The material which was used most for the projectiles in
the launcher was a titanium alley which hia a yield strength of about 120,000
psi with a density of 4.5 gcm/ .

2. Pulse Shami: The base pressure history is the most important parameter in
the launcher since it determines the velocity attiined by the projectile and the
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acceleration which it is subdected to. Ideally the pressure profile should be
continuously rising, or if there is a sharp front and pressure jump, the pressure
after this should decay only gradually and should be such that atter the pressure
wave has reflected from the front of the projectile as a rarefaction wave and
has reached the rear end, the pressure on the base has decayed by less than the
yield strength of the material in tension. Figure C.8.5 shows the pressure dis-
tribution at a time when the wave has reflected back to the rear of surface of
the projectile. The dotted lines indicate the shape of the incident and re-
flected waves. The base pressure has dropped from its initial value of po to P1

and the material near the rear surface is under a tension of PT P - P I f
no tensile failure is to occur, Ap (= p1-po) should be less than the yield
strength in tension YO.

If there is no control over tne rate at which the base pressure decays
due to the gasdynamics of the launcher, the rate of pressure drop Ap/At should be
such that in the time At = 2L/c° that it takes for the pressure wave to reflect
back to the rear surface, the pressure on the base has not dropped by more than
the yield strength.

i.e., if Ap 0 yO

then Ap/At = 2L

This means that for fast decaying pressures the projectile should have a high
yield strength, high sound speed and be as thin as possible. This would point
to thin *etallic projectiles. The launching of disks, however, where the
ratio of length to diameter is small is only possible when the pressure is uni-
form on Ihe base. In the UTIAS implosion driven launcher the base pressure is
not unifdrm and the launching of disks is not feasible,, however, projectiles with

a half-calibre length have been launched successfully.

As was mentioned earlier, location in the barrel has an effect on the
launching, since this changes the loading on the projectile, making it more
uniform the further away from the barr3l entrance the projectile is placed.

3. Laminated Projectiles For a given base pressure the pressure history in the
projectile can be chknged by using layers of various materials which have different
acoustic impedances (product of density and sound speed). This can be achieved
by having a stiff material upstream and a soft one downstream. This results
in a reflected rarefaction wave from the interface of the two materials, which
is lower than if there had been only one material with a free surface. This is
shown schematically in Fig. C. 8.6 where (pc)l > (PC)lI.

A combination magnesium-Lexan projectile was tested and gý'*e satis-
factory results, although the results were also affected by projectile location
and it cannot be said whether the projectile survived due to location oH
material combination.

C.8.6 Conclusions

The projectile integrity problem is one of the limitations in the use
of the hypervelocity launcher and it seems that one has to investigate what it
happening to the projectile in the early launching period. This is presently
being done by numerical simulation of the launching process aid should gi-'e
insight on the forces that are acting on the projectile and the lizats to which
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one could expect the present engineering materials could be subjected when used

as projectile materials.
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